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Only an East Tennessee State
University student can uphold a life
that displays tradition, custom,
change and EXTRA SPARK!
The life of an E.T.S.U. student has
seasons, moods, feelings, and in- •
dividuality. Individuality that deals
with heartaches and hang ups; rules
and relationships; pain, patience, and
professors; exhaustion and exams;
failures and fantasies; last but not
least life and love.
Yes, this is the life of an E.T.S.U.
student. Not the typical life of a normal college student, but then again no
longer are we a normal school and
non-normal schools have non-normal
students and these students live nonnormal lives.
Written by
Michelle Woodears
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GRADUATION!#$¢?
A day of a new beginning

Graduation at East Tennessee State University
was a special day. On May 3rd, 1986, there were
a number of graduates who walked proudly
across the platform in the mini dome to accept
their diplomas. At this point the graduates experienced a feeling of triumphant victory. Emotions ran high but slightly reminiscent of college
days. For many, all of the long hours spent both
in and out of class were finally over, for some
they had just begun. For others this day was filled
with uncertainty. Now that their college education was behind them, there were many decisions
to be made. Friends and families were present
and proud to be part of the graduate's new
beginning.
After the ceremonies, the graduates met with
their loved ones to share fond memories over a
meal and make plans.
For those seniors who were not in the
graduating class of 1986, there remained a few
more long hours of studying. Many students attended summer school, working hard to conclude
their education. Life on campus became relatively calm, somewhat resembling a ghost town. For
those attending classes the only relief from hard
work would be a short but long-awaited vacation
before returning for Fall classes.
Others not attending summer school held temporary jobs, in hopes of improving their financial
situation. All in all, the students of E.T.S.U. had
enjoyable productive summers and were happy
to see their friends once the Fall semester began.
Written by
Penny Slaughter and
Lisa Phillips
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Gf3dua1ionttmnonits 100k place in the Mini Dome

SUMMm/G ~ADUATION
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The 21st
Miss
Buccaneer
And
the

winner
is?

From L to R: Kuen Cunningham (2nd runner-up),
Hope Boone and Dawn Laughrun (1st runner-up.)

Dawn Laughrun

Karen Cunningham sings a contem
porary Christian tune by Sandy Patti.
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And the winner is?
On Friday, April 18, 1986, in the Culp University Center Aud itorium ,
eight lovely contestants went all out, each o ne hoping to be crowned Mi ss

Buccaneer of 1986.
The pageant, in its 21st year, returned with all the tradition of bea uty and
glamour that adds that Extra Spark!
The eight contestants were judged in interview, sportswea r, talent and
eveni ng gown competitions. The contestants were: Brenda Bla ir, a senio r
from Elizabethton; Hope Boone, a junior fro m Elizabethto n; Karen Cunningham , a senior from New Market; Margaret Goodman, a sopho more
from Mountain City; Dawn Laughrun, a sopho mo re fro m Jo nesboroui h;
Nancy Lyons, a senior fro m Alexand ria, Va.; Kimberl y Miller, a jumor
from Johnson City; and Damaris Ruetz, a freshman fro m Jonesborough .
Charles Chambers, the 198 5 St udent Governm ent Assoc iation vice
president, co-emceed the pageant wit h the 198 6 Miss ETSU, Sonya
Guthrie.
Miss Buccaneer fo r 1985, Kathy Seal s, entertained with her dedicatio n of
"You've Got A Friend" to pageant director Greg Walters, for all his

198t\fi~~

dei ~:~i~h/ ~r~~~~~t\i~
s13~~~!~:~:~~-nd the winner is? Hope
Boone.
Boone is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs . Carroll Boone. She is a junio r,
~anse~ls!t¥1St r9a~r· a member of Gamm a Beta Phi honor society and
Prizes received included a $300 scholarship, free textbooks for fa ll
semester, a Dobbs card, free yearbooks and a gift cert ifica te fro m the
University Style Center.
Runners-up were Dawn Laughrun , first runner-up and Karen Cunningham, second runner-up and Mi ss Congeniality.

Miss Buccaneer 1985, Kath y Seals, shows her
apprttiation for pageant Director, Greg Walters
with a dedication of the song " You've Got a
Friend."

MISS OUCCANEER
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Sneak 'Preview' '86'
1!nd"[~~~~£r~i~g1~:u~!~~s1!reeot~~~~~i~ye~~ ;~:~o~~!!~t ~heew~r~!~d:i~n3~!l~gc:::~~es:c:~~~~ f;~!~~~g ~~f1\J;,v;e;~!~~/~f
fre~~u~!~
cars, and buying meal tickets.
On Sunday, resident students got a head start moving into their residence halls. Com muting students were given a special orien tation
about commuter life by the Commuter Center Director, Ann Adams. The rest of the evening was spent at playfa ir. This part of Preview
was the most outlandish. Students did back-to-back dancing, engaged in argumentative discussions, and pretended to be cheeseburgers,
oceanliners, and squids. These strange activities gave the students an opportunity to get to know themselves and their fut ure classmates
better. The students were then placed in 30 small groups for the remainder of Preview.
Monday was spent mostly in small group sessions led by students who had previously attended Preview. Later the groups went on a
three hour hike around campus that included a tour of the Reece Museum. An oasis was found at the Amphitheatre, where the campus

~r;::~ii~!~~ f~ 1

0

~l~~~e:~c1~~ii:;'+i,;c;e~~~:llie~ t~:~~~J~i2~s.~·a~i:~:~~ffinui:~r1!1~i!~1a~ne~
tt~°C~~pwCeenf!~.so~~?n;~~he~ea~:!~
sions, students were free to discuss critical issues such as campus safety, dating, and alcohol. Michael Broome spoke at the banquet on

"How to be a Liver not a Gallbladder of Life."
Tuesday afternoon the new students were treated to an hour long di scussion with their academic dean. He informed them of their
course requirements and other vital information pertaining to each particular fie ld of study.

c~~~ -~ftia~~s;~ ~ ~sJgi~. ;t~1:n~e~~rd :}~1~ ::~:~i~~~~i~~~~aF.~ !~~ir~;p~~~~:'.rtt~~;t~~l~~n1~~~;~;~i~~:~}~:U~~~~;~~:::r~
0

1

ing class will discover the tower on the Intramural field is twenty-three feet shorter than the fifty-two foot Culp Center.
Various student activity representatives were available for questions at the Organizational fair/picnic. Everyone was encouraged to
register for"door" prizes at each booth . It was a great surprise to learn the buffet lunch was being served on frisbees. E.T.S.U.'s own Jazz
Singers provided early evening entertainment in the University Center Auditorium. Preview '86! ended with a prosperous dance in the
Cave; most were not ready to leave when the dance ended at 11:00.
Once again Preview was successful. It provided a learning experience for follow students. The freshmen and transfer students received
guided tours, academic counseling, lasting friendships and an all around good time.
Alicia Turner and Angie Calhoun

Preview Students play a R•me or hot ba11
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Students work on Rroup banners.

It's a family affair
Family Day 1986
was an overall success. This was due to
housing all the exhibits in the Culp
University Center
rather than in
separate locations
throughout the campus. Over 500 people
attended the opening
assembly, and 200
people attended the
pre-game buffet.
During the opening
assembly, eresident
Ronald BHler unveiled a historical
marker that was

16
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placed on University
Parkway, south of the
Public Safety
Building.
The Jazz Singers
performed at the
opening assembly and
were well received.
All the colleges and
schools were represented with exhibit
booths as part of
Family Day.
Dr. Jim Lawson,
professor in the health
sciences department,
was academic
coordinator for
Family Day.

A most popular exhibit was a live boa
constrictor exhibited
by Dr. John Moore,
professor in the
biological sciences
department. A
chemistry magic show
by Dr. Richard Kopp
and a ham radio exhibit by Bob May of
the School of Applied
Sciences and
Technology were
popular too . The
nursing department
had a display of
various nursing
uniforms and medical

appliances portraying
nursing throughout
history. For those who
love to travel, the
foreign language
department had a
slide show featuring
scenes from the
"Summer In Europe"
programs offered by
the University.
There were a variety of other booths, all
with exhibits pertaining to the college or
school they
represented.
by Pamela Wilder

ETSU Marchlq Band performs for Family Day openllta ceffiDOIIJes

I

Dtntal Hyaitne display

1-----,.-----

&~&7SU4-~

The overcast skies and cool temperature greeted the students who gathered at the Culp Center to
hang their banners. It didn't put a damper on the opening ceremonies of homecoming. The annual
proclamation ceremonies were moved to the Ball Room where students gathered to hear President
Beller announce the official beginning of the week long festivities. Jim R~ers president of the alum•
ni association, Ken Maness of WQUT-Radio and SGA president Robm Cathy also spoke. The
students were introduced to the homecoming representatives. The band and choir joined together in
the National Anthem and Alma Mater.

The Olympic pmes allowed the students to compete
physically. The intense competition had three categories
which included Greek and Independent clubs, and faculty.
The pmes had events such as the water balloon toss, tricycle races, sand box dig, three leged races, and an obstacle
course.
As the pmes got underway, the coaches began to hope
that their strategies would work. The teams all hoped; their
practice paid off with the pmes proving to be both hard
work and tun.
Sisma Chi/Alpha Delta Phi ranked lint in the competition while Kappa Alpha Order and Pi Kappa Alpha/Sisma
Kappa tied for secood and third was Sigma Nu. Campus
Crusade for Christ and Christian Student Fellowship
received fint place in the independent division. Student
National Environmental Health Association placed second
with the Black Affain/MIDST running third. Lucille
Oement Hall won the olympic pmes in the residence halls
division. Panhellenic Hall placed second and Yoaldey Hall
third.
David Hansel
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A view of the future

HOMECO MI NG

19

Exploring ETSU's visions
The skit competition put everyone's acting and singing ability to a test. The humorous events
took the audience for a quick glance at the University in the future. From time travelers to outer
space, the skits showed that the present day students have a vision for the University's future.
Sigma Chi/Alpha Delta Pi took first place with their rendition of "Time Wrap." Pi Kappa
Alpha/Si$D!a Kappa placed second with Sigma Phi Epsilon/Kappa Delta receiving third.
The Mmi Dome was transformed with futuristic booths which were s_ponsored b¥ the clubs and
organizations. The students roamed through the futuristic settings to find everythmg from game
shows to fortune telling. The carnival could not have been complete without a performance by the
University Jazz Singers.
by
David Hansel
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HO MECOMING
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Homecoming

As the parade passed through,
many students and alumni were
treated with colorful floats, marching
bands, clowns, queens, and the
Homecoming Court. The overcast
skies had disappeared and the
weekend brought a warm fall day.
The week of hustle and bustle was
winding down and the enthusiastic
crowd was ready to move inside the
dome where the final events would

take place.

Area bands helped the university
band play spirited songs which provided the background music for the
parade. F1oats made by the organizations, both Greek and independent,
were shown to the lined-up
spectators.
Winner of the float competition
was Pi Kappa Phi in Greek division.
The independent division was won
by Student National Environmental

22
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Health Association.
The months of planning and weeks
of work are what it took to bring
together a successful homecoming.
The students and organizations
pulled together to make the annual
events exciting and the competition
fun.
The vision of the University's
future was seen through the eyes of
13 Greek organizations, 17
independent organizations, and 13
residence halls that participated in
the week.Jong homecoming events.
by David Hansel

HOMECOMING
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AERIAL Cl RCUS
Danger, fear, excitement, these
thoughts enter into the minds of the
spectators. You are standing on a
small board suspended in mid air, all
eyes on you. You're waiting for the
handle of the trapeze rope to arrive,
I, 2, 3, and jump.
You've caught the rope handle and

away you go, grabbing you r partner's
hands or legs. What's next? A flip? A
turn? A jump?
•
Enthusiasm fill ed the air while eyes
opened wide and mouths dropped as
the bystanders watched various

24
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trapeze acts. In the first act fi ve
students ride a bicycle at the same
time. In another act , several people
position themselves on a narrow
wi re. Many man y breath-taking

events follow.
Laughter, "Oohs," and "aahs"
rumbled through the crowds as
several students performed in the
aerial circus. These st udents were
visiti ng E.T.S.U. from Florida State
University.
Written by David Hansel

Students

'P~~

CIRCUS
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As a part of
celebrating Black
History; The Black
Affairs Association
sponsored a dynamic
Gospel Concert!
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EXCITING! is the adjective that fully
describes the East Tennessee State Uni versity Jazz Singers.
The Jazz Singers are chosen by auditi ons
in the spring; the singing group is a credit
course. You don't have to be a music major
to audition for the group.
Always giving their very best to the
U niversity in many performances for the
U ni versity, Prev iew students get a fresh
sample of the enthusiastic singers during a
concert given by the Jazz Singers to welcome
the new students to the University. Families
visiting the University for Family Day get a
chance to hear the Jazz Singers. Students
also get yet another chance to see the singers
perform in celebrating homecoming.

CONCmTS
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Handicaps

Campus injuries
Normally minor injuries such as broken arms,
legs, sprained ankles, and twisted knees are
among the athletes.
However, this past fall semester at East Tennessee State University has been swamped with
campus injuries among the non-athletes as well
as the athletes.
Skipping, Limping, Hopping, or Jumping,
students everywhere at some point and time have
made a guest appearance at the student health
clinic complaining about pain.
The question now is ... " Is this just a passing
fad? "

It's bud climbing on I~ lop bunk ,.Jth a broken arm.
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CAMPUS INJU~IES
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Miss E.T.S.U. 1987

OrqWaltm
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Campus crib

The task of moving boxes in, moving boxes out is
a familiar· task to East Tennessee State University
students.
At the beginning of the Fall Semester students
began to unload cars, trucks, vans, or whatever
vehicle been used.
You'll find students bringing in desks, lamps,
blankets, radios tv's microwaves; all the necessary
"things n' stuff' that turn a dormitory room into a
real campus crib. A place that soon becomes a
home away from home.

-

Once a dormitory room, now a home a"'·ay from home.
Help!
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- Family living

. oncampus

Phoiosby LarrySm ith

ON CAMPUS LIVING
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What

are
weekends?
WEEKENDS

Weekend - that ever anticipated brief respite
from the drudgery of classes; those fleeting hours
we spend in a never ending multitude of ways.
For students, weekends may be a chance to
revive after a week of being a "serious student."
Some students use weekends as an excuse to
party; other students have a chance to catch up
on classes which they are behind in. Still other
students work on the weekends to a few extra
dollars.
Students have three choices: to stay on campus, go home, or go home with a friend. Most
students choose to go home, but weekend activities are planned to keep more students on
campus over the weekend and try to change
E.T.S.U.'s reputation of being a "suitcase
college."
Students who live too far away to go home
every weekend often go home with roommates or
other friends. But those who remain on campus
usually stay in ghostly-quiet dorms. One can hear
a pen drop from a sleepy student's hand at the
other end of the dorm. Never-the-less, students
eagerly await those precious few "weekend
hours."
Written by Kimberly Grubb

WEEKENDS
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FALL AT THE V.A.
The popular phrase "Calgon
take me away" can be changed to
"V.A. take me away."
We all need a break from our
everyday routine such as our
jobs, studies, dorms, etc.
Many East Tennessee State
University students pack
everything from school books to
lunches and then head to the
Veterans Administration Park.
Laying down blankets, unpacking our goodies, we begin to take
notice of the relaxing settings
around us. The sounds of ducks
quacking, birds singing, squirrels
cracking nuts, and the laughter
shared between both young and
old begin to fill the air.
Fall has emerged from its deep,
summer sleep.

36
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The fall sights at the V.A. are
bright and cheerful. Squirrels
sneak to store their nuts for the
long winter ahead, the colorful
leaves are falling, visitors are
feedin$ the ducks, and joggers are
breathing the fresh, clean air.
Experiencing these sights and
sounds enables students to forget
their problems, worries and
frustrations .
The V.A. is a great place to get
away and enter a different world.
No phone calls, papers due or
people bothering us - just peace
and quiet.
Not only does the park offer
relaxation and enjoyment, it also
offers romance, fitness and
history.
Boyfriends and girlfriends go

to be alone, take a scenic walk
along the trails, share a picnic, or
just study together.
Joggers and people interested
in staying in shape find the V.A.
a great place to run off their
frustrations, ride bikes and participate in the exercise courses
the V.A. offers.
Sometimes the students find a
wealth of historical information
when they walk through the
grounds and visit the elderly men
who reside there and listen to
how the old days were so good.
It's amazing what one can
learn on a walk through the
Veterans Administration.
- Donna Stephenson

FALL AT THE V.A.

VA
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Success for the bl
to the efforts of th~i~~ was due in large part

!il ~~:~ calling card for all th e canng
. and the

A special gift
"Should I give blood?" •·will it hurt?" "Could I catch
any diseases if I donate blood?" These are just a few of th e
questions that a student might ask himself before deciding
whether or not to give blood.
A person who donates blood, or the even mo re needed
plasma, is a member of an elite club; those people who
recognize the incredible need for blood and plasma in our

usage equipm ent now employed by bl ood and plasma
centers as well as th e American Red Cross, there is a less
than I percent chance of co ntracting a d isease fro m
do nati on.
Another question is about pa in. Most regular dono rs wi ll
assure students that gi ving blood and/or plasma hurt s
about as much as getting pinched hard.

~eJt S~f~~~~~ift!
one person can give to another. Count less lives are saved
by the selfless ge nerosity of these donors.
Even though giving blood should be everybod y's
business, there are some fears and questions that need to be

..
!~~i1l~dgFvC:h~~~J~.~ ¥1~:1a~~i~~ it~~~~s~i~;'j~~
di vidual, but o ne sho uld look at donati on in the same way
we regard picking up litter o r ca rry ing an elderl y person's
groceries. The act con sumes very httle time and effort a nd
the rewards, in this case a person's life, are enormou s. Go

~1~~~~~~-i~f~~:~l d~:e:~e~i e; ~~; ~e:~o:SJ?;, t~fr:~:~~i~
the Atlanta Center for Disease Control's Commu nicable
Disease lab, said that with the individual, sterile, one-time

out and give a gift. The gift of li fe.
- David Hansel and John Griffith

0

~f~~!~~~f~~ i~eo;J~~~~ ~!~ ~~~if1t:
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This is harder than ~·alking and chewing gum at
lhe same lime.
Most students had fun as lhey learned to "grin
and bear it."

DLOO D DRIVE
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Food for thought

~- ---------~
Dobbs, operator of ETSU's food
service, offers students and faculty two
restaurants and two cafeterias con-

ve~:'t~~t~~~:h~~~~ i~ekfast,

lunch and dinner served cafeteria style.
At the Lite Bite students may enJoy a
variety of foods from 1he Mexican Bar,
Pasta Bar, Oriental Bar, Super Salad
Bar and the Potato Bar, just to name a

few.

Dobbs' answer to McDonald's is the
Eat & Ru n which offers both breakfast
and lunch . Students may choose a variety of biscuits for breakfast and may
have burgers, fries, frozen yogurt and
other foods for lunch. It is a very
popular place for the students to meet,
cal and socialize.
The Cave has a wide variety including
pizza, nachos, sandwiches, hot dogs and
chips. It also has a good selection of ice
cream and frozen yogurt for dessert for
a snack. One of the main attractions of
the Cave is the wide-screen television
for students to wat<;h while enjoying
their food and talking to their friends.
"Deliver-Ease" is the latest campus

~e~rv~~-..~~t~~i:~e?.f

~=s

~~~~

$5.00 1s delivered free in one-half hour
or less anywhere on campus.

0:~:1!1:!1~J:~~.rera!~1 r:i~c::s
such as the Sunday brunch buffet, outdoor barbecues and picnics, candlelight
dinners, Hawaiian night and the everpopular Strawberry Fair and Chocolate

Bar.

- Penny Slaughter
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FOOD SERVICE
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The "spark" of life
"Ah spring and a young to life to breathe the glorious
man's fancy turns to love" scent of the freshly mown grass
as does the yo ung and of the forsythia shrub
blooming.
woman's.
Although love is by no
Hundreds of lovers scatter
to the sunshine on the cam- means extinct during the cold
pus of ETSU when thoughts months of winter it is true that
of spring come to mind. The couples at ETSU tend to
love that existed by staring gravitate toward each other as
vacantly into the t.v. closed the days grow lon$er and the
in by four walls comes lazily flowers bloom bnghter. The

42
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benches on the campus
literally swarm with the
careless chatter of young
love and the flagrant show of
affection. Yes, to those hardworking , hardplaying
students of ETSU spring
brings many thoughts of
love.
by Lisa Phillips

ROMANCE
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Finding your own space
" YEAH ... That's the ticket," The oncc-

f~~~hcsait~"Jc~~: ~f:h~eu~~;ex~,;~iyth~a~i:
fo r illegal parking has doubled

year.

in

the last

ar!~:d
~~::~~~- +i~ f;~~~r:: cit~~E~rJ
Transit system was proven to
one of the
be

few a nswers to the never.ending problem of

fint~~ d~;r::~Je~t~~ land on variouscorri~~ 1~e31i~a~~r1~0fttid!n~~h~h~t ~i:;{.;;t~
5

!and share
a~~~s~~~t~h~r~~rd:~e byb~,:~ c~~~n~~~~
in the tra nsit-car pooling system.
0
~

3

On-campus students are also bencfitted.
The transit helped them get across campus
to their next class. It also took them to the
Mall and brought them back to campus at
no charge.
The transit syste m didn't solve the whole
problem, but it did give students a choice of
whether to drive and fight for a parki ng
space, or, as the system's motto suggests, 'be
part of the solution.'
For many, the transit is the ticket, the
right ticket.

by David Hansel
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"In the wind"
In the wind.
That's the way many students get to school. They ride their bikes. They
experience the wind in their hair and the warm summer breeze on their
faces.
Then, of course there's winter. The freezing cold and frozen faces could
lead to the flu.
These are just a few considerations for those about to buy a bike.
Good Luck!
by David Hansel

PARKING
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'Bue' shot
A ribbon-cutting ceremony
on Wednesday officially launched the services provided by the
Johnson City Transit System to
students, faculty and staff at
East Tennessee State
University.
City Manager John Campbell, E.T.S.U. Vice President
Dr. Richard Manahan and
Stuart Shaffer, E.T.S.U. Student
Government Association's
secretary of public relations cut
the blue and gold ribbon that
symbolized a possible solution
to E.T.S.U.'s parking problems.
Shaffer told the crowd
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~athered for the ceremony of his
initial doubts concerning the
shuttle bus system at E.T.S.U.
"At first I really didn' t have
much faith in this project,"
Shaffer said. "But after studying
the proposals and understanding the routes, I realized this is
not only the most valid plan for

~~:~f
t~~rti;s,
one."
Shaffer added that SGA had
spent time, money and energy
to encourage ridership on the
shuttle buses. " We've had many
giveaways to encourage

i!;~t~f f1°!:ea~~r

students to use the service."
"I think we have killed two
birds with one stone," Shaffer
said. "We will be trying to
elim inate both traffic and parking problems."
Campbell said he sees the
shuttle service as a way of expanding the city and university
relationship. "I think the project will be a valuable service as
well as a valuable addition to
E.T.S.U.," he said.
Lesia Paine

II

DUCSHOT
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Commuting
The Commuter Center is a center that provides services to
those formerly ignored commuting people - or those unfortunate students who are enrolled in ETSU but who drive back
and forth to school day in day out. The Commuting Center is
directed by ETSU faculty and volunteer students. The center is
open to all commuting students Monday through Friday 9:00
a.m. to 5 or 6:00 p.m. There is also a " hotline" which can be
reached at any time to receive additional information.
Services include placement of various students who wish to
"share a ride" with others. There is a large board posted which
contains information on those "ridesharers." There are also
several boards which give information about the happenings
of the university, and the seminars and workshops which a re
to be available to commuting students and/or the older
students. The services are available and are located on the
lower floor of the D. P. Culp Center. It contains also a lounge
with chairs and sofas on which students can rest or study. The
area includes a refrigerator and a microwave to provide as
much comfort as possible to those commuting students.
-
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DAYS OF APARTHEID
NUMBERED!

Enrico J ones leads lite aadieace la a wonl of Prayer.

Pllo10$ by larrySmi1h
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APARTHEID

ANEW GENERATION ...
ANOTHER PLACE AND
TIME ...
CONTINUING THE SAME
FIGHT FOR FREEDOM.
The Black Affairs Association at East Tennessee State University sponsored a demonstration protest in Apartheid in South
Africa. Shanty houses were built on the campus in front of the D.
P. Culp University Center by the Black Affairs Association and
Pi Kappa Phis fraternity. Blacks at East Tennessee State University weren't the only students concerned about the struggle in
South Africa; international students attending the university also
spoke on behalf of the blacks in South Africa.
Teachers, students, and community members participated in a
march from Warf Pickel Hall to the Cave to hear different
students from all different types of backgrounds express
themselves about the situation. Those students which spoke were
Mike Hiland, Shkir Ismail and Enrico Jones who organized the
event for the Black Affairs. The demonstration had been
scheduled to be held outside in front of the amphitheater but
because of bad weather, the demonstration was moved inside the
Cave.
T-shirts, and buttons displaying "Abolish Apartheid . . .
Divest Now" were sold by the Black Affairs Association. This
was the first time that a demonstration protesting Apartheid had
taken place on the campus E.T.S.U. Everyone had been aware of
the enormous problem of Apartheid in South Africa, the rallies
and demonstrations were always taking place at other colleges
and universities. This was just the first of many demonstrations
protesting Apartheid to be held here on the campus ofE.T.S.U.;
there will be an annual National Apartheid Day to be observed at
the beginning of every October here after.
The struggle against Apartheid has been long and hard and it's
not over yet but with the support from students across the nation, we can be certain that the days of Apartheid are
NUMBERED!
Michelle Woodears

Nt,1·5 rrporttr la1ks 1'"ilh Delta Sigma Theta member
aboalprottst.

APARTHEID

5J

What Kind of People Are
Considered . ..
FRIENDS?
Kind,
Considerate,
Faithful,
True
Patient, ...

And Always
Always
There
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SEXUALLY SPEAKING
WITH DB. BUTH WESTHEl■EB

Dr. Ruth Westheimer the
renowned sex therapist visited the
campus of East Tennessee State
University this past fall.
Sponsored by the Campus Activities Board (CAB), Dr. Ruth
talked to students, faculty, and
community members about marriage, sex, and the importance of
marriage before sex.
Following the lecture a press conference was held where Dr. Ruth
answered questions, gave
autographs, and took pictures with
various fans .

5
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A month
of
black history

The Black Affairs Association at East Tennessee State University has maintained the
duty of informing the community about the
history of black people.
During the month of February Black Affairs sponsored a number of activities showing the history of black people. Highlights
were guest speakers, an Ebony fashion and
talent show, and two gospel concerts.
The month of February is celebrated by
blacks throughout the United States.
Members of the Black Affairs Association of
East Tennessee State University did their
part in celebrating their heritage while giving
others the opportunity to learn about the
culture of black people.

SJU_DENT LIFE

BLACK HISTORY
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"'Appalachia" a styrofoam and plaster work by Ohio sculpt•
Don Drumm, rests on the side or the Culp University Ct altt.
The work or art was dedicated as part or lhe 75th birt
celebration.
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ETSU archi,·es dirtttor Or. Ellen Garrison and
Dan Jenkins, who designed the time capsule, sort
lhrough recent issues of ETSU today, the alumni
quarterly, to be preserved in the capsule. The ca~
sule will be opened on the university's 100th birthday in 2011 .

President Beller at the tree planting/flag raising

BIRTHDAY DASH
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Happy birthday
Birthdays are a co mmon , everyday event, but when ETS U
celebrated its 75 th birthday, crowds gat hered for a full d ay of
fes ti vi ties.
O n October 2, stude nts were let o ut of cl asses ea rl y so they
could attend th e pa rty o n th e int ra mural fie ld. Th is even t was
sponso red by Ca mpus Act ivit ies Boa rd.
Many people ca me just to see the 75 -foot -lon g birthday ca ke.
Others came to see what it was all abo ut. But everyone who
ca me had a great t ime.
Music fill ed the a ir as WQ UT d id a live broadcast fro m one
end of the fie ld a nd live performances fro m Bria n and the
Nightm ares, Ba rbara Ba iley Hutchinso n an d Bandana were
featured at the o ther end.
At the juggling workshop, which taught students how to juggle.
tennis ba lls were fl ying out of co ntrol a nd students were chas ing
them all over th e fi eld .
Rappellin~ was anoth er excitin g act ivit y and many student s
watched their fr iends a nd room mates struggle to descend fro m
the tower.
Stude nts stood in a long line wa it ing for a computer to print
out that bread onl y cost 10 cents a loaf when they were born .
Students also played volleyball and fri sbee.
A birthday card contest was held on which diffe rent o rgani zatio ns des igned large birthday ca rds. T he contest was won by
Luci lle Clement a nd Dossett dormi tories wi th a card that
showed a pair of glasses and conta ined the theme ''Tod ay's visions, tomo rrow's realities."
But what everyone reall y came fo r was th e foo d. Cake, popco rn , a nd Co ke and Pepsi we re free, with Dobbs hav ing a hamburger and hotdog stand set up. T-shirts were handed out to
st udents as long as t he supply lasted.
The day was a success and provided a brea k th at st udents
needed. ETSU's 75 th birthday was really celebrated in style.
How about a 76th pa rty, ETS U?
-

Kimberly G rubb

Future s tudents enjor balloon animals at the big celebration.
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Pho1osbyVikki
Plemmons

S1udents model the latest in balloon
fas hions.
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A high spot in the birthday celebration came from the performances of Bounce the Clown and Mademoiselle Oo La La.

BIRTHDAY GASH
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People liMdup tocnjoythcOOM>iHousepo11tosaladandrolc!law.
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Pepsi was on hand to help quench the thirst of hun•
dreds of party goers.

BIRTHDAY DASH
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FUBAR the Robot roamed the area
checking out the action.
Boune & Ooo La La's Vaudeville
Circus
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What was happening when you were

born? These students found out!

Lucy McPherson, Dobbs' catering coordinator, enjoying
the party.

BIRTHDAY DASH
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Seniors
Holly Adams
Kath y Adkins
Kim Adkins
Miche le Adkins
Teresa Aiken

Hayder Aldahwe
Jill Alford
Elizabeth Altizer
Pamela Ambundo

Melissa Arington

DondraAsbury

Denise Ashlock
Susie Ashwonh
Rodney Atkins
Angela Atnip

Pam Baker

Rebecca Bales
Randall Ball
Cynthia Bare
Annette Barker

Tammy Barnes

Michael Bates
Randy Bates
Renee Bays

Susan Beamer

Rebecca Belcher
Mark Bennett
Willie Benson
Lisa Berry
Lea Ann Best
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Seniors

JuliaBollaan
Bruce Bolton

Miriam Bolton
Denise Bombailey
Hope Boone

Ronnie Boone
Vicki Boyd
Pamela Bracken
Nita Bradley
Amy Branch

David Breeding
Janel Brewer

Donna Briggs
Bonnie Brookshire
Douglas Broome

David Brown
Kelly Brown

Gabrielle Bunn

Sonia Burger
Gary Burke

PEOPLE
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Jean Cunningham
Karen Cunningham
Laura Cunningham
Jennifer Cyphers
Charles Daniel, Jr.

Elizabeth Deakins
Amy Dean
Cynthia Dean
Ronald Dennison
Harold Denton

Barbara Derrick
Tracy Dickerson
Janice Dixon
Neil Dockery
Erin Doheny

PEOPLE
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Seniors
Redonna Donohoo

Craig Dotson
Judy Dowdy
Judy Dowdy
Michelle Durham

Perry Dykes
Kimberly Edmundson
Lisa Edwards
KamieElliott
Patricia Ellison

Melanie Elswiclc
Chine10 Emelumba
Donna Emmert
Betsy Epperson
Michael Ervin

Maria Estebon
Cheryl Estep

James Fann
Stephanie Feagins
Johnny Ferguson

Larry Aaheny
ScotAeming
OawnAcming
Ava Forbes
Cheri Foster

Teresa Foster
Sarah Fox
Janie Franklin

Anne Frazier
Catherine Frexinos
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PEOPLE
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Seniors
Jackie Hughes
Tony Hughes
Kari Humphreys

Angela H urst
LcanncHutch\ns

Rebecca Hypes
Ellen Ingram
Howie Irw in
Jeffrey Jackson
Amy Jacobs

Margareta Janson
Julie Jennings
Sharon Johnson

Terry Johnson
Vickie Johnson

Kellye Johnston

Camilla Jones
George Jones
John Jones

Karen Jones

Kevin Jones
Kimberly Jones
Susan Jones
Linda Karling
George Kehler II

Brian Kerr
Paula Kindle
Karen King
Susan King
Tammy King

PEOPLE
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Seniors
Kim Magness
Susan Magnuson
Lisa Ann Marrow
Sonya Marshall
Dawn Manin

Tony Martin
Lisa Mathes
Angela Matheson
Lisa Matlock
Tonjua McCullough

Robert McDonald
Anne McGaugh

Theona McKee
Jack McKinney, II
Stephen Mckinnis

Peter Mcknight
Jeanne McWecney

Kevin Meade
Andrew Miller
Carlton Miller

Kym Miller
Luann Miller
Phyllis Miller
Shelecia Milsaps
Chris Moffitt

Paul Moisan
Joanna Montgomery

David Moore

Kevin Moore
Vanessa Moore

PEOPLE
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Seniors
Shannon Morelock
Bradley Mu llins
Todd Mumpower
Ma rilyn Murray
Susan Musser
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Seniors
Robin Perry

Leslie Peters
Cheri Peterson
Mark Peterson
Lisa Phillippi

Carla Phillips
Lisa Phillips
Stephen Phillips
Letitia Pierce
Sharon Pinkston

Jan Ponder
Ellen Prey
Beth Prince
Christopher Price
Debra Price

Stephanie Price

Susan Puckett
Tony Queen
Kristine Radler
Renee Rains

Cathy Ramsey
Vicki Ramsey
Clyde Rash
James Rasnick
Jennifer Ratliff

Lynette Ratliff
Philip Ratliff
Gregory Reece
Karen Reed
Suzanne Sharp

PEOPLE
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Seniors
Ginger Reener

Patsy Reenie
Karen Rhea

Wayne Rich
Fredda Richardson

Lisa Ricker
Eloise Riddle
Mechelle Roach
Barry Robenson
Gregory Robenson

Susan Robertson
Chris Robinson
Kevi n Rogers
Kimberly Romack
Lisa Rosenbaum

Darrin Rowe
Mimi Rowleue
Heidi Russell
Kelli Russell
Mark Russell

Rodney Russell

Sybil Rymer
Laura Saidak
Robert Salisbury
Billie Sandidge

Daniel Santiago
KimmySatria
Penny Sawyer
Susan Scott
Wayne Seal
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Seniors

PEOPLE
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Seniors
MitchellSulliavn

Sandra Susong
Stephen Swann
Gregory Sword

Danielle Taylor

Lisa Taylor
Richard Taylor
Robin Taylor
James Terrell
Tina Tester

James Thomas
Wend y Thomas
Cheryl Thompson
Tracie Thompson
Victoria Throop

J.M.Tinnel
Richard Tipton
Robcn Tipton

Donna Townsend
Ke vin Triplett

Laurann Vandurheybn

Teresa Van Name
Laura Vanwynsberg
Sherry Vencill
Julia Vestal
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Donna Vincen1
Authur Vires.Ill
DavidWa8ner
Susan Wagner
Greg Wailers

Micheal Wampler
Linda Weaver
AmyWells
Dec Wells-Boehmer
SherryWesl

Bonnie Whitaker
Anne White
Jonathan While
Graci1a Whitehead
Leah Ann Whi1en

AlanWhilley
Elizabeth Whittington
Pamela Wice
Marcia Wilds
Amy Wilkerson

CharloneWilliams
Michael Williams
SconWilliams
Susan Willis
Linda Wilson

Diane Winters
Amy Wonhington
John Wood
Sarah Wright
Cybthia Young

PEOPLE
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Dcwiu,Dorian
Ru~non, Donna
Vannamc, Tcr=
Pavlik . MaryAnn

Sigma Delta Pi

This organization recognizes outstanding students in Spanish. Advistr is Dr. Eduardo Zayas-Bazan.

Underclassmen
Olan Mills Studios did the pictures for this year's student body. Underclassmen
are listed in alphabetical order and are not separated by class. These pictures will
follow on pages 9 1- 119.
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Abad. Tony
Abdulrahim.~ranyoo
Abueida. Raafer
Acuna. Root
Adams.Ann Marie
Adams.Cheryl
Adams. Christina

Adams.Stephania
Ad ams, Wendy
Ade,Roben
Adekoya,Nclson
Adkins.Linda
Adkins. Roben
Adkins,S.,,a n

Adkins. Sheri
Ailot. William
A1amiri . Ladana
Allen.Lisa
Allen.Meliua
Allen,Cindy
Allison . Jeffrey

Allison . Jennifer
Allrich. K.arin
Ambrose. Jimmy
Amos.Jennifer
Amos.Rebeca,
Anders.Amy
Anders. Donna

Anderson.James
Anderson. Jane
Anderson. Jeffery
Anderson , Josepll
Andcrson,Mclis.sa
Anderson.Scott
Andrews.James

Andrews.Vivian
Archer.A llen
Archcr. fk borah
Archer. Jan
Archer. Lori
Archer. Penni
Archer. Rochelle

Ard.Brian
Armbrister.Christophe
Arnen. Tammy
Arnold.J oseph
Arnold,K im
Ancr, Connie
Arwood.Apri l

Ascoli,Si1vana
Asher.Thomas
Aihbury,Keit h
Asher.Vickie
Ashley. Brian
Atzhorn.Susa n
Raile y. Frank ie
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Bail ey. Jaymcs
Bailey,Meliss.a
Bailey.Ryan
Bailey.Thomas
Bailey.Tonya
Baker.Dawn
Baker. Kristina

Bakkoush,Fa1hi
Bales,MaryAnn
Ball.Brenda
Ball.David
Ball.Paige
Banks,Geraldine
Banks, Kei1h

Barkley.Carolyn
Barker.Gerald Jr.
Hames.Caryn
Bamen , Jeff
Bamen,Wendy
Bameue,Alice
Bam:u,Judy

Barren.Rick
Barter.Kenny
Banon , Kimberly
Bas.seit,Collecn
Bates.Sherry
Baughman,Suuinne
Ba.ley, Roben

Baxter.Danny
Bays, Beny
Beck,Kaye
Beckelhimer.Jennifer
&cker,l.orene
Becker,Lynn
Begley.Beth Anne

Becker.Vince
Bekhcr,Candace
Belisle.Tim
Bellamy.Gregory
Bellamy,Laura
Bennett.Carol
Bennen,Melissa

Benneu.Ronny
Benneu.ToddA.
Benlley,Dawn
Bern ing.Connie
Berry.Betsy
Berry.Kim
Berry.William

Bcuis,Amy
Beverly.Martha
Bible,A ngela
Bib!e,Kaiherine
Bible.Susa n
Bice.A ngela
Billman, Jerry
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Bl~ck.Jill
Blackbum.Julia
Blackwell.Mark
Blair.Bn,nda
Blakley.ll«ky
Blakey.Tammy
Blankensllip.Tammy

Blankensllip.TiM
Bltdwc. Robcn
Bkvins.Bttky
Blevins.Gingc,r
Bkvin1.Vkki
Blevins.William
Bol es.Fai th

Boles.Paula
Bolli na.Brian
Bone.Johnn y
Bonner.Bobby
Booher. Tammy
Booker.Amy
Booth.Elizabeth

Boswell,Vkkic
Bowen, Reb«ea
Boweri,Ann
Boweri.Canda
Boweri. Billy
Bowlina.LttAnn
Bowman.Barban

Bowman, Emi ly
Bowman, Mark
Boyd.Vola
Bnbson, Fmkrkk
Brad ford, Paiai:,
Bradley. Roel
Bradsllaw.Joel

Bngg.Melinda
Bngg.Susan
Brainard.Terna
Brandenbu,a.Alisa
Brangs,he<iudinc
Branscom. Karen
Branton,&linaL

Bn,wwr. Kurn
Bn,wcr.Tracy
Bf<'wing1on, Lisa
8 f('W$1Cr,Kimbcrl y
Brid--·ell ,James
Bril,ht.J,Jamie
Bril,h1. Jenn ifer

Brillaud.Alison
Brink, Qn,gory
Brinklcy. lk•h
Brinkley, Rcb«n
Broadhe,d,Chirs
Brockwcll.Timo1h y
Brooks.Lisa
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Brooks. Rhonda
Brooks.Ru=II
Brown.Angela

Brown. Deann
Brown . Karen
Brown.Tamara
Brown.Tammy
Broyles. Angela
Broylcs.Elizat>clh
Bro)·les,Ka1rina

Brummin,J cff
Bruner.Robin
Brunson.Andy
Bryan1,Sharon
Bryce.Chris
Bryngctson,Pau!
Buchanan.Bryan

Buchanan.John
Buchanan.S1cphanic
Buchanan.Troy
Buck.Linda
Buck.Sherrie
Buckles. Wayne
Buis.Belinda

Bullingcon.Scou
Bullock.Tammy
Burchf1dd , Michellc
Burke .Nena
Burleson. Joy
Burleson.Renee
Bunch.Michael

Burrow.Cena
Burrow.Deana
Burton.Lisa
Bu$h,Treva
Bunard,Tom
Bulle r.David
Bulls.Lori

Byington.Karen
Byrd,0.wann_a
$1HCM.Shcmc
Zeller.Joan
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Cabfcra, Vvonne
Calhoun, An&ic
C• lkins,April
Canady,Elizcabe1h
Campbell.Bobby
Campbell.Carole
Campbcll,JoEllen

Campbcll,Lori
Campbell. Ricky
Campbcll, Tim
Campbell.William
Cameron.Darin
Cannon.Alan
Ca ntrtll, Michael

Carbcc,Bc<:ky
Cardcn,Ronnie
Carey,Vane»a
Cari«i.Ste~
Cari«i,Tcrcsa
C1rm1ck,Edi1h
Carmaclr.,Eli ubeth

Carmichcl,Scou
Carpenter.Darin
Carpcnter,W.A
Carr.Melissa
Carrieo,MichaelR
Canier, Mcl is.sa
C•ner, Donna

Caner.Donna
Caner.Oscar
Caner.Shelia
Carwilc, Jcrr
Carvtr,Cti lya
Carver.Rohen
Cary.Sur.an

Cuh,James
Casolari,~rcn
Cwcll,Jerl
Caitk,Cindy
C11tt, Barbara
Cathey.Jeffrey
Charin. Karna

Charles,Lir.a
Chambcrlin,Krislin
Chambers. Krista
Clllnce.~borah
Chandler. Timoth y
Chapman,Lnky
Chttlr., VIIICNI

Childers.Connie
Childers. Trina
Childress.Ali«
Childress.John
Childrt$$,Linda
Childrcs.s.Lisa
Childress.Norma
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Ch1ldren.Phikna
Chil1on.Can.
Christian.E.Colin
Christian. Kevi n
Chris1i1n. Mi chacl
Chri~ian. Michclc
Christiaw. Jenny

Chr i11m1n. Mclony
Chum ley. Kim
Churchma n. Lynn
Cici rello. David
Ci made villa,~
Claiborne,hnel
Oark,Charks

Ouk.Diana
Clark.Richard
Clar k.Susan
Clark. Terri
Clc<= k, Marprcl
Oeven~r. Karcn
Click,Nmlie

Cli ne. Kuen
Clybum.Lisa
Cobb,Andrca
Cobb.Lisa
Cobblc,A nita
Cody. Stacy
ColTey,Chcryl

Coffey.Jennifer
ColTey, Lisa
Cole.Barbara
Coleman, Janice
Collier. Robbin
Collins.Amy
Conner.Mary

Conner. Renee
Conwell.Ta mara
Combs.Carolyn
Combs.La ndon
Combs.Stephen
Cook.Mary
Coope r. Hope

Cooper. Hope
Cooper. Kim
Cord ell . Heather
Cordle. Diana
Correll.Sabrina
Corum. Melinda
Couch.Connie
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Co•.Sotoja
Craft.Connie
Crai&head.Chirs
Crawford.Jan
Crawford.John
Crawford. Kand y
Crawford. Katherine

Crawford. Mdisu
Crawford. Michele
Cris,cr. David
Critchfield. Tamara
Cnxh rell.Tara
Cronin. Joe
Cross.Bambi

Cross.Carol
Cl'Off.Je nnifer
Cl'Off. Joy
Cl'Off. Michelle
Crosswhi ic.Yolanda
Cro-. Md isu
Cru m.Angela

Crumley.Sylvia
Cruu..11.Luann
Cru tcher.Naia,ha
C11lbcn.Br.1in
C11llop.Anthony
C11mminp. Kelly
Cunningllam. Kri~tin

Cunn ingham. Mike
Cyphen.Jennifcr
Dailcy,Eliubcth
Dat1on.Cami
Danner,Scou
Daug)mcy. Janitt
Daughcn y,Shenia

Davenport.Angela
Davcnpon.Michad
Davi1,Arthur
Davi1,Casundr.1
Davii,Dcan n
Davis.Jcffn:y
Davis.Kcnnc1h

Davis. Regina
Davis.Shccric
Davi5, Tamie
Deridder.Lucy
Deakins.Oeor&e
Dean.Jeff
Dcmpscy, Linda

Denton.Andrea
Dcn1on. Kan:n
Dcwiu.Chcf)'I
Dcyton.Donna
Ditlow, Joycc
Dills. Ti m
Dinwiddie.Renee
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Dishner.Angela
Dishner. Blanca
Dishner.Dianna
Dishner.Melanie
Do.r.Lynl«
Dolan.Marcia
Donndly, Utgt, Ann

Dooley.Christy
Dooley.Lis.a
Dorr.Todd
Dotson.Amy
Do1son.Kimbtr!cy
Douon.Michclc
Do1son.Pa1ra

Do1son.Rcntt
Do~ll.lloward
Draughn,Bcdy
Droke. Angie
Duda.Donna
D11ffield,Vicki
Ouncan.Oaron

Duncan.Lis.a
Dunn , Harlod
D11nc,Jlll ic
Dunn.Meliu;,
Ounn.Scouy
Oupkoski,8et1y
Dykes.Anna

Dykes.April
Eaa)c.Jason
Eagle. Leslie
Eargle.Lynn
Eamp,rd1.William
Early.Diana
Earwack.Etint,e1h

Easley.Becky
Eastrids<=.San<ira
Et,e,i,Michael
Eblen.Abby
Eddc,Martha
Edcns, Kris1i
Eidson.Chris

Ellion.Lorcna
Ellio\1,Ntcia
Ellis.David
Ellii,Jody
Ellii,Mih
Ellison.Laura
Ellison.Uu.

Ellison.Tina
Ely.Ann
Emcrwn,Jan
Enochs.Donn.a
Ervin.lilt
EucNn. Maria
Estep.Cheryl
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Estep. Jeffrey
Evuns,Lena
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Wn1ovcr,Lorri
Whalcy,C11hy
Whaley. Kunc
Whttlcr,Sui,a n

Whilc,Angda
While.Charles
While. Davi d
White. Donna
Whi1t,Ladonni1
Whnc, Maf)'
Whi1 c, Ray

Whitchc~.Grq(lf)'
Wh itchcad. Lisa
Wll i1dy, Karcn
Wh itficld, Kari
Whillock.Nol;,
Wh itson.David
Whiuon.Susan

Whil son, M;if)'
Whil son.Susan
Wh iu cmorc, Ammy
Whin imorc,J amic
Whinimorc, Judilh
Whiuin11on. Brcnd;i
Widby,Shclll:y
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Williams.K imbrrly
Williami. Mikc
Williams.S1cphcn
Wiltiams.Tcrn,o
Williams. Tc,$
Williams.Tonya
Willis. Angel a

Wilmer.Son ya
Witson,Cuolc
Wilson.fovanna
Wilson. Kimbrrly
Wilson. Kimbrrl y
Windsor,Eli ubr th
Wincbaracr,Pa ul

Winters.Marsha
Winters.Mikki
Wi~. Edwiird
Wolfe.Angie
Wolfe. Marla
Wolfe. Melissa
Wolfe. Rac hel

Wol fe.Sondra
Wolfe.Tamm y
Wood.Ci nd y
Wood.Stephen
Woodcars, Michcllc
Woods. Jeff
Woods. Myron

Woricy. Kcvin
Worky Jr.. Ronald
Wom:11.Diana
Wom:11 ,Sond ra
Wort man. Julie
Wripu, Dl,borah
Wright.Kris1 i

Wrigh1, R~n•
Wynqa r. LttAnn
Wyrick.She rri
Y1rbrough,T1mmyc
Yates. Karen
Ytl1on, Charlcs
Young.John

YO\lng. Sandra
Yu re k.David
Ziyattn,Soha il
Zollman.Karen
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Christmas on campus
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The 1987 Buccaneer pageant
no contest
Here she is Miss Buccaneer 1987. This year's
Miss Buccaneer will be
Damaris Ruetz, but it was
no contest for the title.
Unlike the last three
years, the Buccaneer staff,
decided not to have a formal pageant.
According to the
pageant's rule of succession, ''if, for any reason a

pageant is not held within
one year after a preceding
pageant, the first eligible
runner-up of that pageant
will succeed to the title of
Miss Buccaneer for the
next calendar year."
Therefore Ruet z, a
sophomore communication major, was crowned
Miss Buccaneer 1987 during a special ceremony.

Ruetz succeeded Hope
Boone of Elizabethon.
Ruetz was the
preliminary talent winner
in the 1986 pageant and
placed fourth overall.
The first and second
runners-up from last year
were both declared ineligible because of marriage or
graduation.

IxdcNonm10lo

Miss Buttanttr 1987 Damaris Ruetz.
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Miss
Buccaneer
1987

PAGEANT
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Summertime fun
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SUMMERTIME FUN

FUN
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Dorm fun time

Ju5 SAY

N O!
Just say
no .. .
say it like
you mean it.
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DORM FUN

CLASSTIME
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Class 'fun' time
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CLASS FUN

CLASS FUN
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Clement Beach

Stone, Stone
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Gilbreath Hall

GI LDREATH HALL
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Memorial Hall

The Mini Dome

J 32

MEMORIAL HALL

Burgin E. Dossett Hall

The Amphitheater

oossm. AMPHITHEATRE
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The D. P. Culp
University
Center . ..
is the
center of
the University
from postal
services to
dining facilities

Charles C.
Sherrod Library
is a place
where E.T .S.U .
students go
to study ...
or just look
like they're
studying
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Snow? In April

Students, got a free
break in April when
inches of snow covered
the campus.

SNOW
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JONESDORO
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Campus candids
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Dorm dilemmas
With the closing of Browrung
Hall and students being
transferred
to
other
locations, the Physical Plant
is making plans to he! p with
the move this summer.
A decline in general housing
enrollment has forced the
oldest residence hall to close.
There will be no students in
the building until enrollment
goes up, said Harry Steele,
housing director.
The students who lives in
Browning now will be moved
to McCord Hall. Those
students who live in McCord
have had their choice of what
women's residence hall they
want to move to.
West Hall will be reopened
WestHall
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WEST HALL

for a women's residence hall
again. It has been closed this
semester.
"We will be transferring
items from Browning to
McCord, in order for it to be
ready for occupancy in the
fall," said Jim Seehorn,
Physical Plant director. "We
will also be transferring the
technology offices back to
Wilson-Wallis
Hall
from
West Hall, so that they will be
ready for occupancy also."
"Browning Hall was at first a
house," said Seehorn. "An
addition was built in 1947,
then in 1963 another addition
was completed."
"Right now we don't know
exactly what will become of

Browning," said Steele. "We
need to determine what it
could
facilitate,
by
determining the cost of
renovation for another use."
"Many things have led up to
the declining enrollment of
on-campus students," said
Steele. "The cost of housing,
declining number of fulltime students, and the
visitation schedules."
Traditional students, who
are between the ages of 18
and
23, have
declined
the
general
because
population of those ages has
dropped.
---Dianna Dishner

'Dummies' encourage car safety

Vince and Larry, the "dummies"seen on television seat-belt commercials, visited ETSU to encourage students to buckle up.

Vince and Larry, the " dummies" seen on television seat-belt commercials, visited ETSU to
campaign in favor of"buckling up."
The two " dummies," along with Beverlee Anderson, executive director of the Tennessee
Safety Belt Use Coalition, have been touring East Tennessee urging people to wear their seat
belts.
According to the coalition, 857 occupants of vehicles died in traffic accidents on Tennessee
highways during 1985. Of these, 96 percent were unrestrained .
Under the law, no person can be stopped solely for failure to wear a seat belt, but must be
stopped and ticketed for violation of another traffic offense first. Warnings will be given for
the first offense, with a $25 fin e following thereafter.
Last April, Gov. Lamar Alexander signed the seat belt law, making it mandatory for all front
seat passengers and all children under the age of 4 in Tennessee to " buckle-up. "
- Anne Grundon

SEAT-BELTDUMMIES
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Shelbridge - Home of Presidents
Majesty, dignity,
beauty, a blend of
historic and
contemporary. That's
Shelbridge, home of
ETSU's President
Ronald Beller.
Shelbridge covers
approximately 18 acres
ofland. A stroll along its
many pathways, lined
with millstones, brings
into view the formal
flower and rose
gardens, fruit trees,
tennis courts and the
three concrete fish
ponds.
Construction of
Shelbridge began in
1920, by former
Johnson City mayor
Ross Spears and was
later purchased, still
not completed, by
Henry Bridges and his
wife Shelby Thomas
Bridges. The home was
then named from the
two names.
The sparkling
chandeliers hanging
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throughout the house,
shining hardwood
floors, oriental rugs and
a Steinway and Sons
piano adds to the
exquisite beauty of the
home.
Later on, a swimming
pool and a bath house
were added to
Shelbridge. A summer
house was then built
complete with kitchen
facilities, offering the
president and his
family a place to get
away. In 1938, Bridges
added a brick house to
the land at Shelbridge
that was originally used
for the Munsey
Memorial Methodist

Church. It later became
the four-bedroom home
of Shelby's mother,
Minnie Patton Thomas,
and brother Vint until
1950. Itis now occupied
by one of Belier's
daughters.
Shelbridge was one of
the few homes in this
area to have a pipe
organ. When the organ
was first installed, the
pipes were placed in the
attic, with a grille in the
ceiling over the stair
landing so the sounds
could be heard all over
the house.
The console was placed
in a remote comer of the
living room. The organ

and pipes were then
later moved into a
waterproof chamber in
the basement.
"I went exploring one
day in the basement to
do some cleaning and
found theroom,"Judith
Beller, ETSU's first lady,
said. "I couldn't believe
that someone could
have played in such a
small room."
The organ has since
been dismantled and
donated to Johnson
City's First
Presbyterian Church,
where it is still in use.
After the death of both
Bridges, their two sons,
Hemy and Powell, made
arrangements with the
state ofTennesseee to
make the home available

to ETSU as an official
home for the school's
presidents .
Presidents D.P. Culp
and Arthur De Rosier
lived there with their
families before Beller
and his family moved in.
Henry Bridges wanted
his home to go to some
institution so that it
would receive the proper
maintenance and would
have as much public use
as possible.
Judith Beller has been
working on the house
non-stop since 1980,
when the Bellers first
moved in. There have
been few changes made
since they've lived there.
The kitchen was
enlarged, and the
carpeting was removed

to reveal the original
hardwood floors .
Nothing can be
removed or tom down
without approval.
"In order to make
some structural
changes, it has to be
approved by ETSU's
Heritage Aesthetics
Committee before doing
it,"Mrs . Beller said.
Some structural
changes have been
made due to the
deterioration over time.
Wooden columns have
been replaced with
aluminum ones. Some of
the bricks have been
replaced in the walls due
to the pressure behind
the walls cracking them.
'Wejustlove the
house," Mrs. Beller said
"It's a neat house even
though it's big. It's a
very livable house.
"I feel like the house is
mine because I've
worked so hard on it. I
enjoy entertaining here.
There's so much room."
--Donna Stephenson

SHELBRI DG E
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Art contributes to landscape

"S ky Mirror Landscape" might represent the rai n
cycle.
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Art protrudes
from
the
ground and drops from the
heave ns
at
ETSU.
Five
works of art contribute to
ETSU's grounds, and some
people would say they are
campus landmarks.
One of the works, a blue
and
gray
painted
structure,
normally
stands
beside Ball Hall.
It was
recently moved to
North
Roan
Street
during
renovations
to
the
building .
Ronald Bennett,
sculptor and a
a 1970's
former professo r at ETSU,
produced the welded steel
structure
that
represents
spacially active art.
Spacially
active
art
is
the combination of space
and the art's movement or
apparent movement within
it.
Elsewhere
on
campus,
Don
Drumm ,
an
Akron,
Ohio, sculptor, donated the
styrofoam
and
plaster
work resting on the side
of
the
Culp
University
Center,
just
outside
the
Cave. Howard Gibson, a
painter from the Physical
Plant,
contributed
his
time and efforts to the
project.
Entitled
"Appalachia,"
the Drumm sculpture was
dedicated by
ETSU
first
lady Judith Beller as part
of the
university's
75th
birthday celebration.

"Sky
Mirror
Landscape,"
the
largest
and
most
on
recognizable
sculpture
campus,
reaches for the
sky
between
Reece
Museum and Gilbreath Hall.
It is made of cast brass
and stainless steel on a
constructed
steel
base
that rusts to a point then
remains stable. Formed by
Bennett in 1972, it was
donated by the Friends of
the Reece Museum.
In a memory of Aubrey
Jobe , a former student at
II" stands
ETSU , "Risi ng
below the hill beside the
The
Reece
Museum.
sculpture consists of two
metal poles with concrete
squares.

Thomas
Steadman ,
an
ETSU
alumnus
now
residing
in
Georgia,
created the sculpture with
funds contributed by the
Jobe
family
and
ETSU
Foundation donors.
Little is known about the
structure
concrete
between
Quillen-Dishner
of
Medicine
College
building and Ball Hall.
Constructed
by
Daniel
Lomax , a 1974 graduate of
ETSU,
the
sculpture
resembles
a flame.
The
artist now has a master's
degree of fine arts and
lives in Trenton, N.J.

--Eddie Montgomery

Another view of "Sky Mirror Landscape" might give the vie1ot·er an idea of his own as to what it

represents.
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Medical School one time student center
Before Jimmy Buffet
wasted himself away in
"Margaritavi lle," he
performed in ETSU's old
student center building .
"Student Center'' is still
imprinted in the concrete
of the building structure,
but it's now home to the
medical school.
Located across from the
library in the middle of
the campus, the old
student center was the
focus of activity on
campus from its opening
in 1958 until it gave way
to the Culp University
Center in 1976.
During the course of a
day you could see just
about anyone on campus
there, said Donald Carter,
the center's first fulltime director. It was the
only place to eat on
campus, so if a student
was trying to catch up
with another student or
faculty member, the
student center was a good
place to start.
The building was
constructed in 1957 and
was connected to the
already existing cafeteria.
There was a grill
downstairs in the newly
constructed area.
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Limited equipment in the
grill wasn't conducive to
preparing a variety of
foods. As a result, lunches
could get monotonous.
So, maybe the food
wasn't so good, but the
camaraderie made up for
it.
The old center was so
inviting. On any pretty day
there was a maze of
bodies to wade through
just to get up the steps
into the building.
Rainy days always drew
a capacity crowd in the
grill. Students often sat
around and discussed
issues of the times over a
copy of the Rattlesnake,
an underground paper that

dealt with social
injustices not only on
campus, but national and
international ones as well.
Bridge was the game in
the faculty lounge just
over the grill. An informal
bridge club developed
when some of the faculty
members started playing
cards while they ate their
lunch or had a coffee
break.
On the main floor of the
building was a ballroom
used for everything from
formal dances to movies.
Carter, who is now the
assistant director of
development, said many
days he and the staff
would tear it down three

or four times a day and set
it back up for a different
activity.
Tables and chairs had to
be set up in the ballroom
for dinners, since the
center had no banquet
rooms.
Culture and social
committees in the early
1960's shared a budget of
about $2000. Carter said
even that small amount
did not limit activities on
campus and most events
were offered free of
charge.
Movies could be rented
for about $50, so even a
minimal charge would
cover expenses.
Lecturers could be
booked for $500 as could
the coffeehouse circuit
entertainers out of New
York who would come and
play three or four nights
at a time.
Jimmy Buffett sat on a
stool and entertained for
over three hours and
charged only $300 to
appear.
Most functions were
open to the student body.
Greeks would do things
together instead of
competing for events,
charge admission and
make money for their

organizations.
Carter said the Campus
Activities Board tried to
schedule four major
functions a year. He
recalled concerts by Kenny
Rogers and the First
Edition, Ray Charles, the
Lettermen, the Supremes,
Paul Anka and the Four
Seasons.
Entertainers have since
priced themselves out of
the market for most
college entertainment,
Carter said. Sophisticated
equipment they now use
adds so much to the
expense of providing
facilities for a concert
that they're no longer
profitable.
One of the more
successful programs was
the "Bunny Club" complete with "bunnies"
who waited during dinner
and the entertainment that
followed. Carter said
someone such as folksinger Josh White, Jr.
would entertain and
alternate dance and
entertainment sets.
The "bunnies" were the
university's own calendar
girls, who had been picked
by CAB to fill that
position.
The old student center

building no longer bubbles
with activity but is
somewhat reminiscent of
a nursing home.
Many of the evenly
spaced windows have
sickly looking plants
sitting on their sills longing for sunlight to
survive. Other windows
have small arrangements
of artificial carnations
like the ones seen in
hospital gift shops.
A medicinal smell
lingers in the halls once
filled with the aroma of
hamburgers and trench
fries.
Refrigerators lining the
halls have signs on the
doors like "Instructions in
use of Diallo Ultrafilters"
and "Absolutely Personnel
Only" and "Caution!
Radioactive Materials" far removed from the
warm , inviting atmosphere
that once was the
ballroom.
The department of
anatomy is now located
where the cafeteria used
to be. Could the medical
school have students
dissecting the livers left
over from the cafeteria?

--Sylvia English
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Alexander Hall unknown

I

One of the oldest
buildings on the East
Tennessee State University campus houses
students who are not
enrolled in classes at
ETSU.
Philip Wade Alexander
Hall, or the University
School, was built in
1929.
It was originally called
the ''Training School"
and was designed to give
practical experience to
college students who
planned to enter the
teaching profession.
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Numerous
architectural firms throughout
the country contacted
the
school
about
designing
the
new
building.
It was R.H. Hunt Co., a
firm in Chattanooga,
which began designs on
the building in 1927.
Many
specifications
were
given to the
architects
for
the
building.
These included adequate laboratory space,
a library and a gymnasium.
Also, specified were a
number of suites which
included a master classroom, a teacher's office
and one or more smaller
rooms for a persona lized teaching and case
study.
Final cost of the
building was $812,500.
At one time considered
to be a department of
the college, the Training
School held classes in a

section of the administration building.
The building's name
was officially changed
from Training Schools
to University School in
1963
when
East
Tennessee State College
was granted university
status.
The
name
was
changed again in 1968
when
it
became
Alexander Hall.
Alexander was born in
1892 in Tiptonville,
Tenn.
He
received
his
bachelor's and master's
degrees
and
his
doctorate from George
Peabody College for
Teachers.
Alexander came to
ETSU in 1929 to serve
as director of the
Training School.
He became dean of
faculty in 1946, an office
which he held until
1958.
In 1949, Alexander
was also appointed as

the first director of
ESTC's
Graduate
School.
Alexander was named
as dean emeritus, an
honorary position, in

their teaching preparation.
There are 13 full-time
student teachers in the
University School.
There is a certain
1959.
advantage to studentIn 1962, he became teaching
at
the
director
of
alumni University School.
services, a position he
'The school is an
held unill his death in advantage to student
1969.
teachers who live in
University School now dormitories," said Jack
contains grades 1-12 Fields, director of the
and has a total of 25 ETSU Student Teaching
classrooms, in addition Program.
to offices, laboratories
"It is also an advantage
and a libra..,y.
because
of
the
Although the purpose convenience
of
the
of University School is library
and
the
to educate elementaiy Instructional
Media
and
secondary Center
for
teaching
students,
another materials," he said.
purpose is to give ETSU
Alexander Hall is one
students who plan to go of oldest buildings on
into
teaching
field the campus, yet most
practical experience.
ETSU students do not
The students in the know which building it
student
teacher is.
program· at ETSU are
usually seniors, with
their student teaching
--Jodi Nelson
being the last part of
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Scientifically speaking, it's Brown Hall
I

"With this new building
completed, the young
people of this section of
the state will have
opportunities to secure the
type of education which
will fit them to take the
leading place in the
industrial and scientific age
in which we now live," said
Dr. Charles Sherrod, East
Tennessee State College's
president, at the
dedication of the new
science building on Aug.
19, 1948.
Documents on file in the
University Archives
indicate that ETSC officials
saw a need for additional
classroom space as early as
1940 when 95 students
could not be admitted into
the science curriculum. At
that time, the basement of
what became Gilbreath Hall
in 1963 housed the rapidly
expanding science
department.
After determining the
needs for the building
based on the instructor's
suggestions, Sherrod
employed D.R. Beeson, a
Johnson City architect, to
draw up some preliminary
plans for the science
building which would be
submitted to the state
board of education for
approval.
In a letter to a state
senator dated Nov. 6,
1944, Sherrod introduced
plans for the addition of
two wings to the main
building. He explained that

I
I

I

I

I

I

I
i,,
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additional classrooms were
needed because the
number of students
interested in science had
increased since the
original plans were drawn
up.
Contractors from the TriCity area were trying to get
their hands on the project
long before final approval
for the facility had been
given by the state.
In fact, one contractor,
George Farell, who had
built houses, wanted to
tackle the task of
building the huge edifice.
Seaied bids for
construction were taken
and the contract was
awarded to James E. Green
of Johnsn City. The bid was
$400,000.
Finally, during the latter
part of December 1946
came the following
message via telegram
addressed to Sherrod from
Sen. Tom Stewart: "I am
very pleased to advise
Federal Works Agencies
has approved Tennessee
Application V22 for
classroom facilities at
ETSC."
Money for the building
was taken from a $3
million bond issued by the
state for educational
purposes. Only the main
building was approved; the
addition of wings would
have to wait.
Ground was broken in the
spring of 1947 and
construction was

completed by the summer
of 1948.
A ceremony for the laying
of the cornerstone was
held sometime in the early
spring of 1947. Items
included in the stone,
which is till intact,
included information about
ETSC, the community and
state.
Bids for furnishings and
equipment opened in June
1947 while letters
expressing an interest in
the contract had begun as
early as 1945 coming from
as far away as Richmond,
Va.

Several companies were
awarded contracts based
on the diversity of their
offers. The total cost of
furnishings and equipment
was estimated at $75,944.
One of the largest firms
receiving a contract was
Southern Desk Co., of
Hickory, N.C., which was
responsible for installing
all cabinets, counters,
tables, chairs and desks.
All appeared to be going
well until the completion
date neared and Southern
Desk had not installed all
of the furnishings.
A very infuriated Sherrod
wrote a letter on July 6,
1948 demanding an
explanation- as to why the
furnishings had not been
delivered. 'We shall be
greatly embarrassed and
handicapped in our
program if the installation
is not completed July 20,"

said Sherrod.
Unfortunately, the first
letter was in vain since a
second one was written on
Aug. 9, 1948. In this letter,
Sherrod pleaded with the
company for the
completion of the Job by
Aug. 19 in time for the
dedication ceremony.
He also put in a request
for a company
representative to be .
present at the dedication
to explain the delay in
getting the furnishings.
Aug. 19 came, however,
the furniture did not. For
this reason, the home
economics furniture was
substituted in one of the
science labs. Sherrod
explained, "It will not look
good for the public to see
that room bare."
Although the furnishings
were intact for students
entering ErSC in the fall of
1948, the president did
not make any payments on
them until the latter part
of December 1948
following numerous
inquiries from Southern
Desk's president.
For no apparent rea son,
Sherrod was also late in
making payments to Blue
field ,Y.. Va.) Hardware Co.
and Kingsport Electric Co.,
the latter of which even
took legal action.
The science building,
capable of accomodating
over 500 students at a
time, was one of the most
modem within a 160-mile
radius of Johnson City.
Highly advanced
equipment aided students
in the instruction of
biology, chemistry, physics,
geography, health and

home economics for nearly
a decade before
improvements were
needed.
Phase I was simply the
excavation of additional
basement under the
original building to provide
more room for research.
This work was done in
1962.
In 1960, Dr. Burgin E.
Dossett, ErSC president,
proposed a two-phase plan
of renovations and
modifications were made
in the classrooms. Work
was done on this phase
between 1963 and 1964.
During these
improvements to the
original structure,
architect Eugene L. Rawls
of Johnson City was
employed to design the
plans for a massive Ushaped addition.
Prominent features were
arcades leading to a central
courtyard within the

building's four inner walls.
It was durtng these
improvements that ErSC
became East Tennessee
State University. Following
this transformation in
1963, a campus-wide effort
gave names to all buildings.
The "science building," as
it had been called since
1940, became the Milford
Brown Hall, in honor of one
of the science instructors
during the 1940's.
Construction on Brown
Hall's addition, nearly
three times the size of the
original building, began, in
1966 and was completed
within nearly two years.
Another decade passed
before there was a need for
further improvements.
The most recent change
came in 1983 when the
original building was given
a facelift, making it more
like the 1966 addition.
--Robert Taylor

D~OWN HALL
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Memorial Hall
Inside the entranceway to
Brooks Gym in Memorial
Hall on the ETSU campus is
a plaque that reads, in part,
"Erected in memory of all the
men from this university
who have answered their
country's call ... and with
special dedication to those
who died heroically on the
battlefields of the world."
Erected in 1950,just five
years after the end of World
War II, Memorial Hall was
built as a response to the
great influx of students that
occurred after the war.

The 1950's were a time of
unprecedented economic
change in America. The
expansion of East Tennessee
State College, as it was then
called, corresponded to this
national growth.
"We knew the GI's would
be returning and we hoped by
enlarging our facilities, we
could help the school's
enrollment to grow," said Dr.
Burgin E. Dossett, president
ofETSU from 1949 to 1968.
"This was the first building
to be built after I came here,"
said Dossett. "There had
been a period of time during
the Depression and the war
when no money was

available. Even after the war,
money was scarce, but a

dollar went a long way."
Memorial Hall was built at
an original cost of $937,500
for the building itself, and an
additional $66,800 for
equipment.
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Designed by architect D.R.
Beeson of Johnson City, and
built by Cassell Brothers
Construction of Kingsport, it
was ready for occupancy in
1952.
The building originally
consisted of a large men's
gym, a smaller women's
gym, seven classrooms, four

laboratories, a large stage
and several faculty offices, as
well as restrooms, storage
space and a concession area.

Soon after its completion,
funds became available for a
swimming pool. The pool,
along with adjacent men's
and women's dressing

rooms, was built in the
original women's gym
location.
Before Memorial Hall was
built, the only existing
science classrooms on

campus were in the
administration building.
Dossett, who served as
Tennessee commissioner of

education before coming to
ETSU, saw the need to
upgrade both classroom and
athletic facilities.
The competition for new
students was intense in the
1950's. Other schools in
Tennessee were beginning to
expand and ETSU had to
grow in order to comi: ete
with them.
"We had the choice to
either close entirely or
provide money for
expansion," said Dossett.
The additional classrooms

and laboratories in Memorial
Hall allowed for the growth
of the health sciences at
ETSU.
"I always felt that physical
education should include
health education," Dossett
said.
In 1950, he helped establish
the School of Health, which
had its beginnings in
Memorial Hall. The new
building housed the first
health education classes as
well as the first campus
heal th clinic.
Memorial Hall benefited
the Johnson City
community, as well as the
ETSU campus.
When it was built, there
were no large auditoriums in

the area. Therefore, the hall
not only served as a health,
athletic and physical
education center, but also
functioned for many years as
a public meeting hall for the
community.
The Appalachian
Preaching Mission, which
drew thousands of people from
a three-state region, was
held there every summer
from 1957 to 1973.
Various types of
entertainment, including
sports events, musicians,

plays and dances, as well as
several notable speakers
have also been featured in
Memorial Hall over the
years.
Dossett's daughter, Ann
Blevins, an ETSU alumna

and former faculty member,
recalls going to dances in the
gym as a small child with
her parents.
"For every dance they put a
thick layer of sawdust all
over the floor, and there were
hundreds of crepe paper
streamers everywhere.
"The gym floor was divided

up, with couples sitting in
secluded areas. It was
amazing how they could
create such an intimate
setting in such a large
space," she said.
The gym was also used for
university fW1ctions such as
commencement exercises
and class registration.
Before the advent of
computerized registration ,

students stood in long lines,
registering for each class at
a separate table. The process
was much more time

consuming than it is now.
The main use of the gym,
however, was for university

physical education classes
and athletic events.
In December 1979, the gym

was named Brooks Gym, in
honor of J. Madison Brooks,
who served as head basketball coach from 1948 to 1973,
and as athletic director from
1973 tO 1980.
Brooks had a career total of
550 wins. His teams won
seven conference champion-

ships and advanced to the
NCAA and NAIA finals six
times.
The trophy case in
Memorial Hall's entranceway is filled with reminders
of Coach Brooks' winning
seasons.
A large bronze basketball
tells the story of his 350th
win, a 72-54 defeat of Appalachian State University.
The George Mikan Trophy,
awarded in 1959 for the
"Most Improved Collegiate
Basketball Team in the
U.S.," stands as testimony to
Brooks' contributions to the
ETSU sports program.
This trophy was awarded
because of the dramatic
improvement in the team's

record from the previous
year. In 1959, the team had a
record of13-9, compared to 718 from the previous year. As
a result, it moved up 328
places in the national
rankings (from 466th to 138th
place.)
Today Brooks Gym no
longer echoes to the sound of
fans cheering on the men's
basketball t eam. All men's
intercollegiate team sports
are now held in the Mini
Dome, although many
women's basketball games
are still held in the gym.
However, the building,
despite its age, still has a
bright future. P lans are now
being drawn up for
renovations of the facility.
Memorial Hall currently
serves the university as the
home of the military science
and intramural programs,
as well as physical education
classes in swimming,
basketball, volleyball and
badminton.
---Francine Nave
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Baseball greats started here - Mooney Field

I

Mooney Field is the
place where major
league
careers
began
for
many
former
Buccaneer
baseball stars.
Within the last few
years, Bue baseball
players
to
go
professional
have
included Mike Nipper
of the Atlanta Braves,
Scott Church of the
Philadelphia
Phillies
and Kerry Vurchette
of the
St. Louis
Cardinals.
Going back to the
late
1970's,
ETSU
greats
presently
playing major league
baseball are Jeff
Andrews
of
the
Chicago Cubs, Joel
Graves
of
the
Montreal Expos, Greg
Bartley of the Seattle
Mariners,
David
Campbell
of the
Atlanta Braves and
Atlee Hammaker of
the San Francisco
Giants.
Earlier in the 1970's,
B.J. Hinson signed
with
the
Houston
Astros, and in 1972,
Eddie Goodson, who

I
I

I

I
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signed with the New
York Mets, became
the only baseball
player in ETSU history
to win the American
Baseball
Award ,
which is given to
outstanding college
baseball players.
Before the baseball
field was built at its
present location in
1965, games were
played at Soldiers
Field at the Veterans
The
Administration .
baseball
diamond
was simply called
Buccaneer Field until
it was dedicated and
became
Mooney
Field in May 1980.
James "Jim" Irving
Mooney,
professional
baseball , World War
II Navy veteran and
employee of ETSU ,
was
the
man
honored
in
the
dedication
of
Mooney Field.
Mooney
served
ETSU as a player,
coach , teacher and
director of veterans
affairs for a halfcentury . He entered

ETSU , then called East
Tennessee
State
Normal School, in
March 1924 as a
from
senior
Mooresburg
High
School. In those days
it
was
more
convenient to bring
students to State
because of ample
classroom space.
Although he was still
in
high
school,
Mooney was asked
to try out for the
college 's
baseball
team by coach Jim
Luck.
Mooney's
athletic abilities also
led him to play
basketball
and
football.
Upon
graduation
from
their
newly
named East Tennes-see State Teacher's
College in June 1929,
Mooney began work
as a high school
teacher and continued to play baseball
minor
for
several
league teams.
In
1931 ,
while
playing
with
the
Charlotte
Hornets,
Mooney signed his

first major league
contract after he was
discovered by New
York Giants manager
John McGraw.
During
his
first
appearance as a
major league pitcher
for
the
Giants,
Mooney won his first
game. He quickly
gained
favorable
coverage from the
press and was given
the
nickname
'Southpaw" among
manv others.
In the year following
Mooney's trade to
the
St.
· Louis
Cardinals, he and the
rest of the famed
Gas House Gang
won the 1934 World
Series over Detroit.
The Gas
House
Gang
members
included Rip Collins,
Dizzy Dean,
Paul
Dean, Leo Durocher,
Frank Frisch, Pepper

Martin, Joe Medwick
and Dazzy Vance .
They are one of the
more
memorable
groups in baseball
history.
Mooney
left
professional
baseball in 1937 to
return to teaching in
East Tennessee. Two
years later, President
C .C . Sherrod asked
Mooney to coach
baseball and teach
mechanical drawing
at ETSC.
After coaching Bue
baseball for 27 years,
Mooney
quit
to
assume
full-time
duties as the director
of veterans affairs.
He remained in the
position
until
his
retirement
in
the
spring of 1974.
Mooney died on
April 27, 1979, at the
age of 73, and on
December 7, 1979,

Mooney Field was
named by the Board
of Regents of the
State University and
Community College
System
of
Tennessee.
Two members of
the Mooney family
can be found at
ETSU .
Suzanne
Mooney-Hodge,
daughter
of
Jim
Mooney, is the test
supervisor for the
university, and Dr.
Jack
Mooney,
nephew of Mooney,
is a professor of
journalism
in
the
communication
department.
A Cardinal uniform
worn by Mooney is
displayed in a trophy
case on the second
floor of Dossett Hall
for students' viewing
enjoyment.
--Kelli Slaughter

MOONEY FIELD
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Baseball

Donnie Newton of Bluff City prepares for a homer.

RESULTS
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
ETSU
.ETSU
ETSU
ETSU

5

9
7
8
4
5
6
II
3

22
5
I

8
I
7
7
2
5
II

8

Carson Newman
St.Joseph's
St.Joseph's

VM I
VMI
VMI
UNC-Asheville
King College
Radford
Radford
Appalachian State
Appalachian State
Appalachian State
Marshall
Marshall
Marshall
Appalachian State
Appalachian State
Appalachian State
Western Carolina

5

8
4
12
21

15
4
9

8
4
9
6
24
10
9
17
3
3
13
10

Coach H arold Stout
s urveys his team.
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Brian Metler defends first base during a game.

Jeff Hammonds dances grac:efully during a game; his partner falters a
bit.

Hobie Powell is determined to get his opponent out.

BASEDALL
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This year the ETSU baseball team seemed to have been
jinxed by bad pitching and defensi ve mistakes.
The Bucs fini shed the season with the overall record of
9-19-1, 1-11 in the Southern Conference.
The last few games saw a turnaround for the Bucs. By
improving their overall game the team beat the previously
undefeated King College 11-9. Too often, though, the
Bucs were on the losing end.
" That's the way it often was," said Bue senior shortstop
Jeff Hammonds. " We came back and we've kept it close
enough so that we could come back. Then, the other team
usually came back in the last inning. "
Coach Stout admits that his team improved but needed
to be more competitive to be contenders in the Southern
Conference. Stout feels that the team must be positive
about the season in spite of the record.
"The way we've come back is a real credit to the
character of our kids," said Stout. " I' m proud of the way
our team played and I'm proud of their attitude. "
The most consistent feature of the team was the hitting.
The team scored at least four runs in every game. It was a
long season for the Bucs, but prospects for next year are
brighter with a lot of talented players eager to redeem last
season.
"We can still be successful," says Stout. "The talent was
there all season, and the more games the team played the
better they got." That is a hopeful
sign for the coming year.

Leonard Bragan steps out to pitch a strike.

Teammates Hobie Powell and Frank Borbeck chat as the play concludes .. out 1.
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Bue bauer Hobie Powell gins ii all he"s got.

OASEDALL
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Jeff Morgan runs with 1hc ball while Mark Cook and 1cammaies Sheffield and Haynes block !he opposi1ion.

JcffMorganlooksforam:ei~cragainslFurman.

8u~Coaches plo1 a,,d plan for 1hc vp,;oming season. Thanks. guys. It "'Orked
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Football
The 1986 football season saw the emergence of the Bucs as a new contender for the Southern Conference title.
ETSU's season started off slow as the Bucs lost to Southern Conference foe, AppaJachian State
University 14-40.
But they came rolling back with a crushing victory over Davidson 41-16.
Turning point of the season for the Bucs was the Virginia Tech game. ETSU traveled to Blacksburg
and played a solid, hard-fought game but lost to the Hokies 10-37.
In the following game ETSU welcomed Furman aboard the Pirate sbip, only to bave them walk the
plank. ETSU beat Furman 25-13 in one of the most exciting games of the season.
The Bucs traveled to Western Carolina University and were stopped by the Catamounts 43-16.
A crowd of9,250 was on hand for the Homecoming at ETSU, where Marshall beat the Bucs 19-34.
ETSU came sailing back by stopping UTC at Chattanooga 18-17 in a battle with the Moes.
Wofford was no match for the Bucs as they held no hostages in beating Wofford 52-3 in the Mini
dome.
The Bucs lost the next week in a non-conference game with James Madison University 3-34.
The Citadel fell to the Bue machine 35-9 with the Bucs rolling up 279 yards rushing.
And VMI lost to the Bucs 31-20 in a conference match to end the season.
Season ends ETSU 6 wins - 5 losses.
Southern Conference wins 4, losses 3.

lmy lluUcr wi1hhis bac k 10 1hcwall again s1Vi1lini a Tech.

Herman Jacobs sire,clles hi s legs in a prac1 itt

FOOTBALL
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Coach Mike Ayers appeared at breakfasts, luncheons and pep rallies. His intense manner sucettded to
fire the Rues up this season.

RESULTS
AppolacbjanState

=Tech

40

Da>idsoa

16

Western Carolina

43

Manball
UT-0,attonoop

34

Wolford

J'amesMadilon

TbeCiladd
VMI

37
13
17

3
34
9

20

Jeff Morgan passed to teammate Roosevelt
Way.
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Herman Jacobs led the Bucs in rushing with a
total of 902 yards. He averaged 5.1 yards every
time he touched the ball.
Jeff Morgan, at the helm of the Bue machine as
quarterback, passed for 1, l 04 yards and 7
touchdowns.
Jorge Cimadevilla made All-American again
by both Kodak and AP.
Jorge Cimadevilla and Herman Jacobs are being sought by pro football teams. Both hope to
continue football careers in the NFL.
Overall, the Buccaneers have shown good
strength in being able to play the tough games.
More consistency was shown with the Bucs
rushing for more than 200 yards in six of their
games.
The 1987 team has a challenge before them: To
Win the Southern Conference Crown!
Herman Jocobs tucks the ball safely under his arm and
prepares to run.

- Lyle Crosby

-
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PuntcrGcorgc Ci madcvi!lawasthcfirst Buc tobcnam«IAII Amcrican last year. This year he was nam«I again . Mark
Tucker aids his kick.

Morgan prepares
for one of his
famous 1>3sses.
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ETSU Bucan«nfil,hl h11d fortvcry yard and 1ouchdown. Ac~ibili1y i,a must for Ayers l)byc,rl.
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Volleyball

---------------------------------------

....

Louise Stallworth completed her sixth season as head coach of the East Tennessee State University Lady Buccaneer
volleyball team. During her six-year stint as head mentor of the volleyball program, Stallworth has compiled a respectable I 06-I09 record.

an~ t~i:~~;c~hbe~~{r:1li~gt~;~ufi~t~h;1~i:f~~r98~~f~~~e;:~ :e3::oJit~L~~~ ~~~f~~~~lf~~~t i;i~~eacr~~~~~e~f~ tl9~
0

Stallworth joined the ETSU program after a very successful coaching career at Morristown West High School where
she recorded a 63-31 record in volleyball. She also coached girls' basketball, tennis and track during her six-year tenure
there.
She was an outstanding competitor in volleyball at East Tennessee State where she starred as a setter from 1971-74. An
outstanding performer in the classroom as well as on the volleyball court, she graduated in 1974 with honors.
In 1975, Stallworth received her Master's degree in physical education from Eastern Kentucky.
0
1
~h~d~!~e na:~!~~1rictA~l!~~~~~
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Carolina Female Athlete of the Year in 1985, South Eastern Region Basketball Player of the Year (1985) and Mars Hill
College Female Athlete of the Year in 1986.
She attended Virginia High School in Bristol where she excelled in volleyball, basketball and track for the Bearcats.
Wagner holds a BS degree in physical education.
Jan Emerson, the lone senior on the 1986 squad, was the most experienced member of the team and served as team
captain.
Kirsten Werner, a junior from Cincinnati, served as co-captain. She, along with Kim Byrd, Pam Goerlich, Margie
Brown, Pam Flinchum and Jenny Resing will return next season. Their experience and proven talent should start the
team on a good season.
Coach Stallworth has the following to say about the returning players for next year:
"Kirsten Werner will be our only senior and our captain. With her experience in the middle blocker position and her
hustle, she should be a strong leader next season."
"Kim Byrd was a starting middle
hitter as a sophomore and coming off
ankle surgery she should be even better. She is our most aggressive player
- a real winner!"
"Pam Goerlich, if she is healthy
(Pam suffered a stress fracture in
1986), should provide depth at the outside hitter position. She is an excellent
blocker and server and will be our
backup setter."
"Margie Brown is one of the
quickest players on the squad. During
her freshman year she improved greatly and will see a lot of playing time this
season."
"Pam Flinchum, as a freshman starting setter, compiled stats second
highest in the conference. She is very
smart and a good athlete, and she will
become a good floor leader next
season."
"Jenny Resing is a very strong
athlete. She possesses extremely good
power and will be vying for a starting
position as an outside hitter."

ce~s1~::~~~~~
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Tennis
Although the Bue tennis team had a tough act to fo llow, coach Dan Warner was very optimistic concerning the 1986-87 season. Last year the Bue netters set a school record with 28 wins, and the team
had high expectations for this year as well.
Players who returned for action from last season were Dave Butler and Shannon Dunkin. The rest of
the team consisted of newcomers Murat Erden , John Shulman , and freshmen Dan Detrick, Steve
Lorino, John Lucchesi, Mark Lupton-Smith, Bret Meyers and John Seals. Although the Bucs were
young, they continued to strive for success. As Coach Warner stated, "We have a strong work ethic;
these guys really bust their butts."
As spring break arrived, the Bucs boasted a record of I 6-8, but the most difficult test awaited the
team at the conference tournament in May. The team expected to increase its strength with experience.
Coach Warner had a young team that he hoped to develop into a conference powerhouse.
- Scott Davis
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Tennis
Experience was on the side of the women's tennis team this year. Five of the eight team
members returned from last year. With the addition of 1wo freshmen, the lady Bucs had a
very good season. Some key victories included the 8- 1 defeat of arch-rival Appalachian
State University.
Coach Donna Arnold was very pleased with her team's efforts. "All came out with a winning attitude and did their best. I worked the $iris hard all year, and they improved as a
result." She said, "They all get along and enJoy being together; they are always up to
something crazy."
Susan Fronius Jed the team at the num ber one position. She is a junior from Columbus,
Ohio. Susan is a very dedicated player. She has a strong game and has learned a lot through
experience.
The number two position was fi lled by fres hman Becky Offenbacher of Lima, Ohio.
Becky came out with lots of desire. She is competiti ve and has a strong game. She should
improve with playing time.
m:ctc~~;~~~~e~i°t~rili~~~

~c~~ ~~~v~::~· Jc~ ~aJ~~ ~~:~r ;~~ta~~crtas~i~~~

plvi~rth on the team was Traci Hopper, a junior from Knoxvi lle. Traci is an extremely
hard worker. She does her best at all times. Traci has a definite will to win that shows in the
way she plays.
Alisa Brandenburg, a freshman from Morristown, played number five. Alisa showed improvement from the fall season, and she should improve more with experience.
The sixth position was filled by Marcie Wilds, a senior from Parrottsville. Marcie is a
very consistent player. She fights hard for every point.
Kristy Meyers helped the team at number three doubles. She is a junior from Morristown. Kristy works hard on her $3mc and it shows. She is looking for more playing time.
Captain of the team was Mimi Langebeck, a senior from Blacksburg, VA. She gave
leadership and support throughout the season, although she missed most of the spring
season's play because ofan injury.
Overall, it was a good year for the tennis team, and they are looking forward to an even
better season next yea r.
-

Rachel Tollett

Traci Hopper of Knoxville is decermined to get chis
poinC,

Becky Offenbacher ucilizes her backhand in Chis
po1o1-·erful recurn.

Overall it was a good
year for the team Rachel Tollett.
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Above
Freshman Alisa Brandenburg is ready to
move on her opponent.
Susan Fronius from Ohio leads the team
with experience and bud work.

TENNIS
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On Dece mber 2, 1986, Les Robinso n, head basketball coach at East Tennessee State Uni versity, who had served as interim athletic director since June 15, 1986, was named full-time d irector of athletics.
Robinson continued his role as head basketball coach whil e directing th e 14-sport Bucca neer athletic program.
"Considering the competent assi stance he has been receivi ng as a coach and admini strator, I am confident that he will be
able to balance both roles successfull y and continue to build a competit ive men's basketball program at ETSU," Beller said
at the time of hi s appointment.
Robinson had the opportunity to hold the dual positi ons fo r alm ost six month s and fe lt the positions are compatible. He
considered the jobs a major undertaking which require full support of th e admini stration and fell ow coaches.
The new Buccaneer athletic directo r joined the ETSU staff on April 5, 1985, after se rving 11 years as head coach at The
Citadel where he beca me the South Carolina mi litary school's winningest mento r wi th 132 victories.
Robinson's expertise as a coach was never more evident tha n in hi s first ca mpaign with th e Buccaneers as he turned a program whi ch won onl y three games in the Southern Conference the year before into an eight-game winner in league action.
He guided the Buccaneers to the semifinals of the confe rence tourna ment.
As a player at North Carolina State, Robinson learn ed hi s basketball under two legend ary coaches, Everett Case and Press
Maravich. He learned a great deal of hi s philosophy from Case, who is genera ll y credited with bringing outstanding basketball to the South .
Robinson, a nati ve of St. Alba ns, W. Va., is widely respected as a coach and has won numerous coaching honors. He was
been named Southern Confe rence coach of the Year fi ve times in the past eight years.
Robinson has been very successful as an administrator as ev id enced by hi s being a member of th e Southern Conference
basketball committee for seven years, the basketball coaches' representative to the South ern Conference and the league
coaches' representati ve to the NCAA in a special legislati ve meeti ng on recrui ting in 1980.
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Swim Club
In March I 986 a Swim Clu b was organized on the ETSU campus. It is a ffiliat ed with US Masters
Swimm ing (ages 19-90) a nd has 30 registe red me mbers in that gro up.
Swim Club Preside nt Ginny Reister stated . "We have coached practice sessio ns dail y, and we have
both USS swim meets a nd US Masters mee ts scheduled that afford more than just college
competiti on."
Coaches fo r the clu b are ETSU students Meli ssa John son. Serena Lau and John Reister. Sarah Da vis.
Bea Elli s, Gi nn y Reister, David Rose, Steve Scherdin a nd Anne T heisen provide add itiona l coaching.

SWIM CLUD
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Basketball

Missy Manin looks a bit off guard as a UTC player takes off with the ball.

If the coach can jump this high, what about the rest of the
team?
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Pepper the Parrot, ETSU Mascot, cheers on
theladyBucs.

Kim Skala dribbles towud the hoop as the press looks

'"·
Missy Manin aoes for the ball against Marshall.
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"La unching the future" was this year's slogan, and
it was just what the Lady Bucs did.

Debbie Richardson, coming into her first yea r as
head coach at ETSU , accomplished a lot more than
appears in the won-lost record, 9-17.
The Lady Bucs were led by Katie Beck who was

named Southern Conference Player of the Year. She
was ranked 9th nationally in field goal percentages
with 6 1.3%, 17th in scoring with 22.6 points per

~!::sea~? 131;:r"!:!/th~ h!dbao~:!~"~i;1tr 39
0

points agai nst Furman, just 2 points shy of her career
high of 41. Katie has one more year as a Lady Bue

and is expected to set more records before her career

ends.

Senior Missey Jones started as guard this year.

~~sifu~:i!er:.rys~~~~~:;~
~~ie~~~:~ ~iffen~111~
points in her final game against Marshaff in the

Southern Conference Tournament.
Senior Kim Skala was an excellent defensive
player, lead ing the team in steals with 62. She
established herself in assists by being ranked 6th na~~~~a~1lww~t~!1 :;:~s~rii~~aii{~:ii~:fn~:T;c~he
Jen nifer Beckelhimer, junior forward, dislocated

~~~ l~~~~~e{e~s~~~!~~~Jseh~~i!:ctel;~f oau~fn;~}
the season with 12 points.

sh~~~~~r
~~~'\,~~sa~~~~r:ed~~sy;~rb~~
has fouled out several times in her career. Lynn is the
outside scoring threat for the Lady Bucs.
Leslie Colemen, center, pulled down 8 rebounds
agai nst Clemson. She had 23 rebounds to
her cred it for the 86-87 season and is expected to see more playing time next year.
Missy Marvin, sophomore center,
increased her numbers in both scoring and
rebounding. She was one of four on the team
to average double figures in scoring with
I 0. 1 points per game and also averaged 8.3
rebounds.
April Newton came back from a foot injury last year as an excellent defensive
guard. Although she was only a sophomore,
she had six steals in three different games.
She scored a career high of 21 points against
Charleston this season and set a record in
that game by hitting 11 free throws.
Freshman center Beverly Coleman saw
limited action this season, playing in only 14
games. She missed last season due to a stress
fracture of the thigh. She was able to pull
down 14 rebounds this season.
The Lady Bucs also broke their all-time

fh:~~n'tsnt~

Lynn Rhymer looks for a teammate against UTC.

~~~i_nf hiscg~~t ~~~h oU ~fc~ :::soi~aJzs~:i~r;
set against Marshall in 1981 .
Coach Richardson says of the team, " I
think we have a tremendous base with which
to work here at ETSU."
Richardson is assisted by coaches Rodney
Cline and Chris Scherer.

Women's basketball team.
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Katie Bed tries to fool the opponent by going over Ihem.
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Katie Beck looks at the scoreboard.

April Newton attempts to elude Man hall for a basket.
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Missy Marvin holds the ball as UTC player
appears to yell.
Katie Bed , junior, goes up to score against

vcu.

Kim Skala stands her ground with the score
62-4_1.

BASK ETDALL
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Basketball
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La,·ello Webster leaps upon another player as Ste~e Shirley and Camie! Mao.!
look on.

Mark Larky springs up fo r a ~-o Pointer.

J 94
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ETSU's men's and women's basketball teams were both in a
rebuilding season, and both are looking to improve next year
on their season records.
ETSU's men's team was serving a one-year probation handed down by the NCAA, and was therefore ineligible for any
post-season play. However, had the Bucs been eligible they
would have failed to qualify for the conference tournament
with their 3-13 record.
Overall, the Buccaneers finished with a mark of 7-21 claiming victories over Newberry, North Carolina Wesleyan,
Virginia Military Institute, Tennessee State, Appalachian
State, USC-Aiken and Western Carolina.
The Bucs traveled outside of the Southern Conference this
year to play such Atlantic Coast Conference powers as North
Carolina, North Carolina State and the University of Virginia.
One of the more thrilling games and victories for the Bucs
this season was against Western Carolina on February 9, in
Memorial Center. ETSU defeated the Catamounts, 59-58.
For the first time in nine games, the Lady Buccaneers
defeated UT-Chattanooga this past season during the regular
season. ETSU also went on to defeat the Lady Moes in the first
round of the conference tournament.
- Susan Robertson
Carniel Manuel hangs on after completing a basket.

Tim Austin tries to break through for basket.
Lewis Morris jumps for a shot against Wesleyan.

DASKETDALL
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David Vaught goes up for a lay-up as Marshall looks on.

Webs ter completes a basket.
Steve Cox looks for a receiver in the game against the North
Carolina Tarheels.
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Vaugh! puts one up against all five oppone nts in the
foreground.
Manuel looks into his opponent's eyes before charging toward
the basket.

DA5KETDALL
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Manuel attempts a shot while Shirley
watches.

The Dues rely on a fast-paced game plan ending in
manylay-upsunderthebasket.
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Dand Vaught goes up against Newberry. Where are his teammates?
M11111tl from Greenville pulls down t"'·o for lhe Bue Machine.

DASKETDALL
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ETSU men's track
It wasn't a bad year for ETSU's
men's track team. That is, if your
name was Thomas O'Gara.
O'Gara, a sophomore from
Ireland, paced the track team by
winning both the mile and twomile at the Southern Conference
indoor meet at ETSU's Memorial
Center, and the 5,000-meters and
I 0,000-meters at the conference
outdoor meet.
O'Gara also qualified for the
NCAA championships in the
I 0,000 meters with a 29:09 during
the outdoor season, making him
one of the fastest I 0,000-meter
runners in ETSU history. It was
definitely a good year for him.
As a team the Buccaneers did as
well as could be expected, placing
sixth in the SC indoor meet and
seven th in the outdoor meet. The
problem was too few people, too
many injuries, not enough experience. And Appalachian State
didn't make things any easier.
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O'Gara's season had started at
the Kodak Invitational Track and
Field Meet at ETSU in January.
There was still room for improvement, though, and by the time the
conference meet came along in late
February it was obvious O'Gara
had made some headway.
hi! ! ti:fQijJ~c~i~!ot~e i~~~t ~~~~
and he came back to take the twomile in 8:52.00.
Still, the Buccaneers hardly
made a dent in the team scoring, as
their 25 po ints attested. Appalachian State, using a team twice
as big as ETSU's, won with 147½
points and Virginia Military Institute was second with 126 1h. It
was the fourth straight indoor
crown for the ASU Mountaineers.
At the outdoor meet at Appalachian State (Boone, N.C.) m
late April O'Gara came back with
a comparable double, winning the
I0,000 with a 30: 12. 72 and taking

the 5,000 the next day in 14:32. He
was also fourt h in the 1,500.
Teammate Erik Hopkins of
Canada was fifth in the I 0,000 in
31 :42, while ETSU's Ray Jones took
fourth in the 3 , 000-meter
steeplechase, the most challenging
event, in 9:23.06.
High jumper, Jimmy Elli s was
fourth in the outdoor meet, a disappointment after the talented leaper
had cleared 6-10¾ earlier in the
season.
Appy State's dominance was even
greater at the outdoor meet. The
Mountaineers won with 193 points to
ETSU's 31 , good enough for seventh
place.
All in all it wasn't a good year for
the Buccaneers, but there were
enough bright spots to keep spirits
high. With nearly all the team returning, the Bucs were almost guaranteed
to get better.

ETSU women's track
The Lady Buccaneers had to set-

tle for second place all season in
track, but several school records
fell, the team was consistent and
coach Tom Roberts wasn' t disappointed. ETSU had several
talented runners who took their
share of individual honors.
ETSU 's women placed second
behind Appalachian State in both
the outdoor Southern Conference
meet and the indoor Lady Buccaneer Invitational. Appy State's
177 points beat ETSU's I I 9 at the
indoor meet.
ETSU's Sabrina Keeton proved
to be the Southern Conference's

best middle-distance runner. She

won the mile at the Lady Bue In-

vitational, the closest thing the
conference had to an official indoor meet. It was run in the ETSU
Memorial Center in early March,
and the Lady Sues used the hometrack advantage well.
Keeton won the mile in 5:00.3 I
and ran a school record 2:40.0 l to
00
t~i.;ii!
relay team along with Lesley
Whitehead, Joy Phelps and Jody
Richards, when they ran a 9:53.85
for the easy wi n.

:i~~ t~~

;~e tfr!f~1~~~·

The story was much the same
outdoors, when the Lady Mountaineers hosted the SC meet in
Boone, N.C. Appy State won big,
with 271 ½ points, while ETSU
was again second with 133 1h.
Keeton came through with victories in the 3,000 (10:07.7) and
~~dd
iio.;r~r~~~d~~~ 1,500 (4:38.64) and took second in
1:23.9. Rosenbaum also ran on the the 800. Whitehead was a winner
winning mile relay team with Kim in the 10,000 in 37:5 4 and was
Frazer, Kelly Smith and Tammy second in the 5,000. Richards
placed third in the 5,000.
Critchfield.
Smith's victory in I :23.69 was a
Once again the mile relay team
school record for the 600-yard run, of Frazer, Critchfield, Smith and
while Frazer gave the Lady Bucs a Rosenbaum won, this time in
3:57.9.
:~~8~66~Ri~h~fctl:ac1~~irtS\r~
Rosenbaum won the 400-meter
hurdles in I :03. 7 with Frazer sectwo-mile.
"ETSU does a real good job of ond and Critchfield third. Smith
getting the most out of their girls," took first in both the 400-meters
(57.72) and the 800 (2:18.06),
0
w~~ve~.P£ho !t:st~at~~~C:m e~
while Rosenbaum was second in
coach of the year. " They've got a the 400.
The Lady Bucs, like the men's
great corps of middle-distance runners who scored a lot of points for team, also return most of the
athletes for the 1988 season. Overthem. "
Roberts was happy with his taking Appy State might be a lofty
team, saying: " Except for a couple goal , but ETSU is firmly enof events they pretty well did what trenched as at least the second-best
I thought they'd do. In fact, their team in the Southern Conference.
times were even better than
expected."

Whitehead was second behind
Keeton in the 1,000 in 2: 41. 79,
also breaking the existing record .
Another top performance came
from Lisa Rosenbaum , who scored
in fiv e events. She was fourth in
the 60-yard dash, third in the 300-

s~~~~ri~ ~t~

t~~
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Kodak Invitational
As al ways, the in vitational
mile was the big event at the
Koda k In vitati onal Track a nd
Field Meet, and as al ways, the
meet attracted a n impressive
fi eld of som e of the best
athletes in the world.
The meet, conducted every
Ja nuary in ETSU 's Memo rial
Center, has become the largest
indoor track meet in the nation . An estimated 800-1 ,000
athletes fro m high school on up
pa rticipated.
The biggie was the Paty
Sup e r Mil e , a nd it left
Iri shman Ea monn Coghla n
smiling. Coghla n, long considered the best indoor miler in
the world and still the wo rldrecord-holder in the event, was
opening hi s Ameri can indoor
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tour after a n o ff-yea r in 1987.
An injury fro m a dog-bite
while training two wee ks
before the Kodak meet also put
his condition in doubt. No one
should be doubted , though.
Coghlan outraced hometown
favo rite Ray Flynn, the most
prolific winner of the meet's
mile, to win in 3:56.59. He did
it in the usual fa shion , looking
strong the whole way and then
running down the oppositi on
with a lightning-fast kick at the
e nd . The wo rd was o ut:
Coghlan was back.
Fl ynn, a form e r ETSU AllAme rican a nd John son City
res id e nt , had run aga in st
Coghlan ma ny times and knew
what his fellow Irishma n could
do when hea lth y. Fl ynn 's

3:57.19 was good enough for
second place and Ross
Donoghue was third in
3:58.06 . Two others, Charles
Cheruiyot and Gerry O' Reilly,
also broke the four-minute
barrier.
While the mile was the big
attraction, the 600-yard run
was the fastest surprise. Butch
Reynolds of Ohio State
sprinted to a new world indoor
best in 1:06.87. The unheralded Reynolds happened to be in
the right shape and the right
race at the right time.
World record-holder Lee
McCrae highlighted the 60yard dash by unseating sixtime meet champ Emmitt
King. McCrae, of Pittsburgh,
ran a 6.09 with Kelly Reed

second and King third. King,
getting back into shape after an
injury, still had the meet
record of 6.06 from 1984.
Antonio McKay was back to
defend his 440-yard dash title,
which he'd won the previous
year in a world best of 45.45.
His defense was nearly as good;
he won in 45.60 despite the
fact it was his first race of the
season. He promised he'd be
back to shoot for the record
again the next year.
One of the most impressive
performances of the meet came
from Brendan Mathis, a high
school runner from Thornhill
High School in Toronto. He
shattered the meet record in
the mile with a 4: 10.12 that left
college coaches and recruiters
drooling. In fact, meet director
Dave Walker, who's also
ETSU's head track coach,
hadn't wanted Mathis' mile
times released before the meet
for fear the rest of the runners
would drop out. No one wants
to run against a 4: IO miler
who's still in high school.
Perhaps the biggest attraction, the most well-known face,
of all the athletes was that of
high jumper Dwight Stones,
considered America's greatest
at the event. He flew in from a
meet in California the night
before, suited up and then
failed to make the qualifying
height for the finals.
Disappointed, the colorful
Stones apologized for letting
fans down, but it didn't seem
to discourage autograph
seekers.
There were scores of other
impressive races, jumps and
throws, too many to list. The
meet, as has been the case the
past few years, went off
smoothly. It seems to get better
and better each season. And it
also threatens to get bigger and
bigger.
TRACK
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Cross-Country
•r..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·1·..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cross-country isn't what it used to be at
ETSU. The women used to be mediocre,

11

the men used to be great. Things have
changed.

In 1986 the men fai led to win the
Southern Conference title for the first
time since 1979. They finished third.
ETSU's women, who finally seem
established, took second.

It wasn't what men's coach Dave

Walker was looking for. He's used to win-

~~fke~f~m~~~~:eJ~rst~~;~~sinki~:~i~:
recruiting, about getting "back in
business," as he calls it. Such was the case
in 1986.
The ETSU men have perhaps spoiled
their followers, though. Perfection is hard

to maintain year after year. Gone are the
days when the Buccaneers practically had

the meet won before they got out of the
school van at races. Gone are the days the
Bucs could sweep the first seven places in
the race. That, indeed, was perfection.
It is impossible to be that good forever.
The Bucs hope they'll find their way back,
soon, though.
There were bright spots in 1986. Unfortunately, the Bucs' season opener wasn't
one of them. They placed 12th at the
Kentucky Invitational, but Irishman
Thomas O'Gara looked strong in winning
the individual title. His time for the 8kilometer course was 25: 16, while the
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next ETSU finisher was 39th.
1
0
in
~fd~~l;elc~~~:~~~ J~~c~,1: hdJ~if~~
two of the Bucs' top prospective runners
to miss the meet. Randy Hale, one of the
best holdovers from the previous season,
was injured and promising Irish freshmen
James Hymes was still academically ineligible due to technicalities involving the
date he took his college boards.
At the next meet, the Clemson Invitational, things were more pleasant as ETSU
placed second. O'Ga ra was the third
overall finisher and Erik Hopkins was
fifth. O'Gara came back to win the Furman Invitational I OK in 30:08.
By the Southern Conference meet
things were worse a~ain. O'Gara had sustained a hampering mjury. Hale was back
but wasn't full strength and Hymes was
out of the fu ll year. Instead of the possible
1-2-3 finish Walker had considered at the
year's beginning, he had a 2-7-20 finish.
O'Gara managed second in 25: 15 over
the five miles. Hopkins was seve nth and
Ray Jones was 20th. The seven-year string
was over. Marshall and Appalachian State
had beaten the Bucs.
The women had a shot at the title but
Appy State beat them out. Regardless, it
was a fairly good season at ETSU.
Jody Richards turned out to be ETSU's
most consistent runner. She won The
Citadel Invitational, leading the Lady

~!

Bucs to their first team victory, and
Richards headed the team for most of the
season.
ETSU's first meet was the Georgia Invitat ional, where it was fourth. Richards
was I Ith overall in 18:53forthe5Krun,
with Sabrina Keeton the next ETSU
finisher at 19:23. Tracy Holub finished in
20:01.
At the UT-Chattanooga Invitational the
Lady Bucs moved up to third place.
Richardson was fourth in 18:27, Keeton
took seventh at 18:47. Holub, though, was
out with an injury.
Then came The Citadel Invitational.
Richards won in a course record 18:1 2,
with Keeton second in 18:18. Lesley
Whitehead took fourth in I 9:00, Leigh
Ann Beale was fifth in I 9:35 and Lisa
Rosenbaum took seventh in 20:05. It was
ETSU's most dominating race of the
season, and had Holub been healthy they
would have won by even more.
At the conference meet Keeton led the
pack and took second overall in 18: 13.
Richards was right behind her in fourth at
18:35, with Holub, back from her injury,
taking I 0th at 19:01.
Coach Tom Roberts had thought a shot
at the conference title was realistic. It was,
but the Bucs apparently were still a year
away.

Scoreboard
BA SEBALL

FOOTBALL
'Appy State
Davidson
Virginia Tech
' Furman
•w. Carolina
'Marshall
'UT-Chattannooga
Wofford
James Madison
'The Citadel
'VM I

us

THEM

14
41
10
25
16
19
18
52
3
35
31

40
16
37
13
43
34
17
3
34
9
20

us
Carson Newman (tie)

St. Josep h's
St. Joseph's

VM I
VMI
VM I
Tennessee

UNC-Ashevi11e
King College
Radford
Radford

Appy State
Appy State
Appy State
Georgia Tech
Georgia Tech

·conference Games

Georgia Tech
Furman
Marshall
Marshall
M arshall

Tu sculu m
Carson-Newman
Appy State
Appy State
Appy State

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Newberry
N.C. Wesleyan
N.C. State
UNG-Gree nsboro
Virginia
UNG-Asheville
'UT-Chattanooga
Coastal Carolina
'VMI
'Marshall
Tennessee State
'Western Carolina
'Davidson
' Appy State
' Furman
' The Citadel
Virginia Tech
'Marshall
USC-Aiken
'Furman
'UT-Chattanooga
'Western Carolina
'Appy State
'The Citade l
' Davidson
North Carolina
'VMI
UNG-Ashevi lle
·conference Games

us

THEM

97
84
85

81
64
104
86
83
69
66
80
66
81
69
74
106
70
62
90
90
86
68
81
79
58
67
86
75
11 8
81
103

77

56
66
63
67
68
62
71
57
65
76
61
80
60
72
76
69
78
59
57
72
66
65
65
74

Western Carolina
Western Carolina

Tenness ee

5
9
7
8
4
5
5
6
11
3
22
5
1
8
1
0
8
8
1
7
7
9
15
2
5
11
8
6
5

THEM
5
8
4
12
21
15
19
4
9
8
4
9
6
24
20
15
19
12
10
9
17
6
0
3
3
13
10
5
7

WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL
us THEM
0
2
High Point (forfeit)
East Carolina
77
53
Maris!
77
76
Tennessee Tech
85
67
Mi lligan
92
84
Radford
54
73
Eastern Kentucky
89
85
James Madison
97
58
Western Carolina
40
85
61
Asheville
96
U. of Charleston
83
88
Marshall
75
64
93
Wake Forest
88
Appy State
83
69
Furman
79
82
Clemson
91
60
Radfo rd
69
64
78
UT-Chattanooga
80
81
Weste rn Caro li na
65
Virginia Co mmonwealth 61
78
Marshall
80
74
Appy State
93
76
UT-C hattanooga
85
62
Furman
11 4
89
UTC
74
77
Marshall
83
81
CROSS-COUN mY SCOREDOARD
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Golf

"l'•·---------------------------------------------

•t ..-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --The Buccaneer golf program, which was dropped in
1983 was reinstated in the fall of 1986 under the direction of Fred Warren, former assistant coach at
Oklahoma State.
The Buccaneers' return to intercollegiate competition
has to be considered successful with two victories in six
tournaments.
Led by Rex Kuramoto, a native of Japan, the Buccaneers captured the James Madison Invitational and
the Carson-Newman Smoky Mountain Invitational.
Other fini shes include eighth in the Augusta College
Jaguar Invitational , 10th in the Campbell University
Invitational and 12th in the Tar Heel In vitational at the
University of North Carolina.
The Buccaneers placed seventh in the Southern
Conference.
While Kuramoto was the most proficient golfer,
Richard Morris was the only tournament winner. Morris captured the individual championship in the
Carson-Newman Smoky Mountain Invitational.

I
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Intramurals
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The Island Hoppers Team.
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lncramurals provide an oullel
forlhea,eragescudenl,
I hope I didn't seep on your coes. Thal's OK just let me al the ball.

INTRAMURAL5
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Fntemities11 playontllesoc:ttrfield.
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Lance Rithic, Bill H•II, and Terry Byrd rtpre!tnt the Sigm• Chi f r.11cmi1y

lntramuralgirbwinncn.

INTRAMURALS
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DIVI DER
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D. P. Culp Center
JI

DonnaS1ephcn:;on
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Come join the fun
Hey you with the bored look on yo ur face! Co me on down to the C. P. C ulp Center and joi n in the
fun.
Are yo u tired of studying a nd need a break? Well, meet me at the C ul p Center. It is a great way to
break the monotony of stud ying. We can go to the arcade, play ping pong, shoot pool, play some video
games or watch telev isio n. Don't forget the meeting roo ms and the sitting a reas where you can just
socialize!
Hungry? Try some of the Culp Center eating spots, like " The Cave" or "Eat and Run." You can get a
full meal or just a cup of yogurt.
Man y important servi ces can be found in the Culp Center as well. There is the bookstore, the minimart, the counseling center and the post office.
Other organizations have their o ffices within the C ulp Center. T hese include offi ces of the Campus
Acti vities Board, the Student G overnment Association , the Buccaneer office a nd the East Tennessean
office among others.
The students a nd faculty o f ET SU are ve ry fortun ate to have a uni ve rsity center that has as much to
offer as the Culp Center. Come on down and see. Try it, yo u migh t li ke it!
- Chris Schmied

OonnaSlfpl,e nson

D. P. CULP CENTER
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Resident Hall Association

I

I

fronC Row, I.di lo RiRht: l>-bbit WriRhl, Ap ril ,\,...ood (Pre,, .). Unch Adkins (S«.frffas.). Bock Row, I.ell 11> RiRhl: Romon Mi lhorn (ad,isor), 7..adit I~, Donni ff StronR, lfoPf' Cooprr, Brian ll•nl)'.
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Society of Engineers

French Club

~HA, PHI ALPHA, SOE, FRENCH
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The East
Tennessean
The East Tennessean is a student-oriented newspaper
which is run on a budget derived from advertisin~ revenue
and funds allocated by the Student Activities Com mittee.
The newspaper is published each Tuesday and Friday durins the regular academic year, except for university holidays.
It 1s printed by the Greeneville Sun.
Getting ready for printing can take eight hours or all night.

Su~~=\~~ ~~~~::~~~t~t~t~~~ sc:;~~~~~a ~~~ 1~hel:Ji~s

cast which is a shortened version of a little sports brief.
Another new feature is the opinion section. This section lets
people wanting to be heard on serious matters sound off.
The addition of a Macintosh co mputer and a Laserprinter
enable the staff to keep up-to-date with their stories and
revise as needed before going to print.
Other new aspects of the ET are reporting classes, taught by
st
~~~~j~Jrn~U~itt~~thiis
::~~~i~:i~:h•n:~u;~ich udents
Benefits from workin$ on the newspaper include the experience of writing, editmg, maki ng all the changes, writing
headlines, selecting pictures, deciding what goes in an issue
and what does not. All this while keeping in mind the varied
tastes of the readers.
The work is time consuming, but in the end it all pays off
with the realization of a quality newspaper.

~d

- Penny Slaughter

Anne Grundon helps to end the 7Stb
anniversary celebntion with the onemile walk.
Kevin Triplett working another late
night in the East Tennessean office.
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Grq Wal1ers lakes 1ime out as the deadline
dra1n to a near.

Dede Norunaolo iaten-ie1.-s Rev.
Thomas Cowley for her Ta/b wit•
lhlh colum n.

"The Bue doesn't stop here"
Yearbooks, full of photos and stories help capture the memories for the students. The yea rbook's job is to
cover the campus activities that have happened over the yea r so that studen ts ca n look back and remember
all the many events that have occurred during the yea rs.
According to the editor, Debi Lanrendeau the biggest set back to the annual staff was the late distribution
of the 1986 yearbooks. "That, along with the general reorganizing that comes with having a new staff has
made for a slow beginning." However the staff was organized and ready to start work on the next yearbook.
The Buccaneer had plans to continue the annually held Miss Buccaneer Pageant. But because of slow production of the yearbook itself the pageant wasn't held this year.
According to the editor, Debi, goals for the 1986/87 staff include: meeting deadlines, and getting a quality
memory book produced and distributed before the 1987 academic year is complete.

The 1986-87 Buccaneer Staff included: Editor, Debi
Lanrendeau; Assistant Editor, David Hansel; Business
Manager, Janet Hyder; Assistant Business Manager, Laurie
Shannon; Student Life Editor, Michelle Woodears;
Organi zations Editor, Donna Stephenson ; Academic Editor,
Robert Taylor; Sports Editor, Angie Goff; and People
Editor, Pam Vaughn.
Other staff members included: Penny Slaughter, Li sa
Ph illipps, Alicia Turner, Angie Calhoun, Kim Harris, Debi
Wright, Kim Grubb, and William Garth.
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Lisa Phillips caught having a munchie break "·hile crea1ing.

Debbie Wright caught taking a break before deadline.
Donna S1ephenson and Bobby Tarlor enjoying the birthdar
almosphere.

DUCCANEER
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Sigma Chi
Sigma Chi is the second largest fraternity in the world. Locally, they are the largest fraternity on campus. They have won overall athletics for the past eleven years and overall athletics and scholarship
combined for the past five years.
Si11ma Chi begins each semester with "Rush" in which they look for future leaders and men that will
credit the fraternity. The fraternity is based on the Jordan Standard which Founder Isaac M. Jordan
wrote. It states that a man seeking membership into Sigma Chi should be: a man of good character, student of fair ability, with ambitious purposes, a congenial disposition, possessed of good morals, having
a high sense of honor and a deep sense of personal responsibility.
Sigma Chi's are found in all parts of the world; North , South , East and West and so is the bond of
their brotherhood. Whether it's playing a ballgame, going to a meeting, or working in their community,
they share a brotherhood and continue it throughout li fe . Sigma Chi is a lifelong experience and it
meant so much to Founder Jordan that it caused him to say "S igma Chi is my first love; it shall be my
last. "
- Jody Chudina

M
heeler, Jeff Hallford, Joe Raulston, Terry Byrd, Jeff
Shelt
Jackson, Susan Jones, Lisa Matlock, Paula Bellamy, Laura
Said
. Row 2: Lance Ritchie, Allen Vicars, Jeff Sluss, Brad Winstead, Howie Previn,
Danyl Farmer. Row I: Tim Cherry, Mark Sanders, Cris Richardson.
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Yell Louder, at Alpha Delta Phi's Derby Days.

SIGMA CHI

22 7

Kappa Alpha
Kappa Alpha Order was founded at Washington College, now Wash;ngton and Lee University, on
December 21, 1865. The Order, which now has I 18 chapters, was founded so its members could
emulate the virtues of Robert E. Lee.
Delta Delta chapter, chartered April 22, 1966, has enjoyed over twenty years of strong growth and
traditions. KA participates actively in campus and community activities, such as raising money for our
national philanthropy, the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
In the spring of each year, KA's celebrate their southern heritage by celebrating during Old South
Week. The week involves such activities as events between sororities, a penny drop for MDA, and the
Old South Ball.
Kappa Alpha Order holds as its primary goals the perpetuation of chivalry and the uplifting of
womanhood, embodied by our motto, Dieu et Les Dames, meaning "For God and Women." The colors of the Order are crimson rose and old gold, and the flowers are crimson rose and the magnolia
blossom.
- Jeff Lyon and Jeff Otten

Row 3: David J. Brown, Edward M. Britt, Steve Erdely IV, John Steffner,
Kevin Klarich, Roger Johnson, John Pickering. Row 2: Chris Rucker,
David Cooper, Rob McCammon, Michael Parks, David Brooks, Pa1rick
Antrim, Rob Ballard, Jeff Davis, Joe Fem, Danny Haimelin, Vince
Becker. Row I: Scott Sergent, Brian Wilcox, Jeff Otten, Scott Greene,

Laura (Rose) Miller, Jeff Lyon, Mike Acuna, Jay Clark, Roel Garcia.
A Kappa Alpha member and little sisters at a party.
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We've got Che spirit!

Kappa Alpha guys Pose wil h their costumes al a KA party.

KA
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Kappa Delta

Row I: Laura Ledford (Membership Chairman), Sarah Fox
(Secretary), Kelly Olkowski (Treasurer), LeAnne Hutchins (President), Susan Phillips (Asst. Treasurer), Gayla Phipps (Vice President). Row 2: DeDee Hullard, Kelly Lowe, Renee Rains, Linda
Karling, Dana Bates, Jane Ann Gardner, Pati Walker, Rebecca
Bales, Tracy Garland, Dianna Dishner, Dawn Maria Johnson,
Judy Lynn Hatfield. Row 3: Beth Hash, Tammy Smith, Melinda
Hicks, Lora Simmons, Jami Culfee, Lee Dean, Carol Tinsley,
Helen Hill, Susan Lyon, Vanessa Carey. Row 4: Dewanna Byrd,
Kelly Ann Seivers, Kimber Kite, Kelly Hale, Kelly Smith, Carol
Griffith, Jennifer Hamilton, Elizabeth Spraker, Beth McReynolds.
Row 5: Karen Gray, Shelia Owens, Susan Rednour, Kim Romack,
Ann Marie Dean, Kellie Smith, Melanie Satlerfield, Donna
Rollins, Sandy Wolfe, Lisa Miller, Laurie Fleming.

Pam Vaughn

KD's and Pikes pair up for an awesome mixer at Richard A's.
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Elaine Gregory, Kelly Tinsley, Tammy Smith, Gayla
Phipps, Dawn Johnson. Back Row: Melinda Hicks.

The Kappa Delta Shuffle is a dance loved by
all!

Tamm)· Smilh

KD's "Grandma Skit" is a favorite or all through rush.

To the sisters of Kappa Delta, being in a
sorority is more than just competing in the
various Greek activities. It is a true bond of
friendship that lasts a lifetime between its
members.
Kappa Delta promotes the ideals of true
fellowship, friendship , and sisterly love among
its members. Kappa Delta, which is based on
Christian principles, is concerned with those less
fortunate than themselves. This belief is shown
in the work with their special philanthropic
organization, the special education class at
Keystone Elementary School.
Kappa Delta received the highest rating over
all the sororities at ETSU during the past school
year. Other honors received by the sorority this
year include Best Pledge and Best Individual
Scholarship. Several members belong to the
Greek Honor Society, Order of Omega.
Kappa Delta sponsored " Holly Days" in
December, White Rose Formal in February and
the first All-Greek Dating Game in March to
raise money for the National Convention of
Child Abuse.
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Lambda Chi Alpha
In April l 984 The Iota Omicron chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha was recolonized by the National
Fraternity. Eight young men were chosen to be the founding fathers of the new colony. Each man different from the other yet striving for the attainment ofa common goal.
Among some of the major accomplishments of the colony, we are most proud of our high scholastic
average, receiving the manpower award, Greek man of the year and our award for community service.
The Brothers and associates of Lambda Chi Alpha pride themselves on their diversity, with a range of
acti vities from 1.F.C. president, SGA senators, to Parti cipants in varsity sports, tennis and baseball.
In January 1987 The Iota Omicron Colony now 44 members strong and a leader among the Greek
community, received the long awaited news that they had met the 11 criteria for rechartering. In the
immortal words of"Tim Buck Three," "our future's so bright we got to wear shades" !

From L to R, Isl Ro,.·: Wayne i\ l artin, Robrrt Sp ire, Robe rt
Llo)·d, Wa)·ne Md)anials, Kei th Issacs, Dalt Ogle. 2nd Ro,.·:
Kt •·in Mudt, Thomas Wtbb, }::ddit Walls. Paul Norris. Sou

Thoma s. Du·id Hansc- 1. 3rd: Dun M ichuls, John Dusser,
Laule H asty, Pat Kozma. Jim Kkioiterman, G:11)' Burke, Dan-

ny Walker, Kt~in Clarke. 4th Row: Andy Hubbard. Chris
Johnson, Tt rl)' Carroll. Sam Preston, Sam Preston. Brian
Wilson, S te•·e Mallory, and B,.d \'oder. Not Pictured: Larry

Brooks. Mike Caudle. Sam Clark. Qutlin Horton, Amie
llugh rs, Will Ro>1·le11e, Danny Ro)·s ton. Barn· Thorlon. and

James Rasik .
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
EXCELSIOR: "Ever Onward, Ever Upward."
The Tennessee Gamma chapter of SIGMA PHI EPSILON was ETSU's first national fraternity
founded April 10, 1954, and they continue their tradition of excellence by stressing man improvement
through their Cardinal Principles of VIRTUE, DILIGENCE, and BROTHERLY LOVE.
The Sig Eps feel community service is a very important facet of Greek life. Each year they host a
Christmas party for underpri vileged children and direct several fund raising drives for the American
Heart Fund. In addition, they participate in ETSU's annual Telefund and fund raiser for Muscular
Dystrophy.
Several awards received by the fraternity include an Excelsior Cup for financial excellence and a
merit for dry rush. Despite a long list of achievements the Sig Eps strive to be well rounded with their
second place finishes in intramurals and Homecoming '86.

Sigma Phi P-,jama Party Mixer
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Th~ KD's look on in awe as the Pany Animal -cowboy .. is tumnl loose

KO's and SiJ Ep'1 worl<ini on their Hom«10m•
ini 8-nn~rronsi11in1 of 280.000 pi«es of latch

"""'·

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
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Phi Mu
Phi Mu is the nation's second-oldest sorority, fo unded in 1852 at Wesleyan College in Macon, Ga.
The sorority has two philanthropies, Project HOPE (Health Opportunities for People Everywhere) and
the Children's Television Telefund . Besides being supportive of local social service organizations, they
are also very acti ve in campus activ ities and honorary societies.
Phi Mu promotes principles of ideal noble womanhood, focusing on sisterly love, working within
ourselves to achieve high moral character, achieving one's own potential in life and high scholastic
standards. Socially, Phi Mu celebrates two formals each year, a " Phi Formal" in the fall, honoring the
Phi Class, and the "Carnation Ball" in the spring. They participated in Homecoming and were participants in Sigma Chi Derby Days, Pike's Peak, Lambda Chi All-Sing, Sigma Phi Epsilon Diamond
Princess Ball, Kappa Alpha Old South Day, and Sigma Nu Snake Day.
Phi Mu also has its own special day to challenge fraternity men on campus with their annual Phi
Mu's Lion's Roar, held each spring.

\Ii

Row ) : Sherri C. Wyrick, Kandy Crawford, Karen Owens, Beth Campbell, Sarah Monon, Elaine Hixson , Jean Anne Smith,
Robyn LaMon:, StaQ E. Kunzc,r.Glcta A$hwonh, Tammy Brown, Li bby Vitk, Sherri Davenport. Row 2: Ca1hys«zesny. Beth
Harvey, Kristine Kwin1 , Kim Hall. Terri Davcnpon, Jeannine Pot, Courtney RQOke, Courtney Johnson . Joy Cox, Gena Sanslow,
Sandy Li&h t, Jennifer Hill, Julie Cassidy, Eva Miller, Lisa Hickman. Row I: Amy K. Willi ams, Jaymie Buchanan, Robbin Collier,
Laura Bellamy, Penn y Taylor. Ll1,11 Oark, Jill Scheurer, Pamel a Wke, Kim~rl y Waller, Dorian Dc,Wiu, Kim Hicks. Lisa Hunon,
Penn ySkehon .

Kan:n Owens and Jill Schcuru dressed fo.- the
occ:as.iononillon theme nigh1.
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Robin Col lier and Laura lkllamy chttr 11M: Bucs on during the Homecoming football
pme.

Kim Waller smiles as she watches !IM: Hom«0ming fooiball pmc.

PHI MU
SIM:rriWyriclt
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Sigma Kappa

Living true to their motto "One heart, One Way" the sisters of Sigma Kappa stri ve for high academ
standards, strong participation in community and campus acti vities and most importantly, a true bor
of sisterhood that binds them as a whole.
Sigma Kappa has represented themselves well both on campus and throughout the community. The
national philantrophies are the Maine Sea Coast Mi ssion and the American Farm School fo r whic
they have fund-raisers. Locally, they help at the Vetera n's Administration and at the Elizabethto
Nursing Home. On campus, the Sigma Kappa's have participated in Homecoming and Sigma Chi
Derby Days to name a few events. This year Sigma Kappa came in first overall in Homecoming with I
Kappa Alpha fraternity. Sigma Kappa also has many members involved in SGA Senate, CA B an
several prestigious honor societies.
Sigma Kappa was found ed at Colby College, Waterville, Maine on November 9, 1877. The Gamit
Lambda chapter of Sigma Kappa was founded at ETSU in 1956. The sorority's colors are lavender ar
maroon with the dove, serpent, and triangle as their symbols. Their designated flower is the violet an
their gem is the pearl.

Row S: Tammy Amell, Lis.a Reedy, Jenni Fer May, Pai&e P. Will ia ms, Kri'1ic 0 . Hawk, Kimberly Mc Falls, Jam ie Wa rd, Ka thy Pii)·iocki, Lisa Amen. Row 4: Debbie Pierson. Damaris Ruc1,, Jan
Kirby, Eliu.beth Wi nd50r, Deana Bi$hop. Kri51i Kryter, Kris Shelley, Dia ne Faul kner. Te nn • Woody. Jul ie Auer, La ura VanW)·n~lxfl. Row): Beth Hamp!()fl, Cassie Sebu1ian, Kim Jo,dan, Many
McN«K. Kelly Newben, Abby Eblen. Jei, nie Sompayrad , Da phne Brighi, Terri Pad uch, Ronda Cltve ngcr, Kh ris Kinsler. Bec ky Chi ldress. Row 2: Delana Cardwe ll , Laura Saidak, Trish Coll ins,
Lora Piercy, Cleona J ackson, Lene<: Hol ma n, Jan ice Dixon, Jul ie Peake, Debbie She ll, Kelly Cone rly. Row I: Ann Will iam s. V.P. of Membership, Amy Wonh ingion, V.P. of Rur.h. Teresa Hill. P<rr.ident . Kare n HouK. Vice P~sidenl, Ellen Henl ey, Record in1s«l"('tary

Debbic d rcsscdasabumblcbcca11 KappaA lphaM ixcr,
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Sigma Kappa ge1salldrtssedppforthtllom«0miRgba• ke1ball ga nH".

Sigmas are rtlie,·ed Iha! homerominR rami>·al I• o,·er " 1th.

SIGMA KAPPA
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Sigma Delta Chi
It has a long name- the Society of Professional Journalists, Siema Delta Chi.
And it has a Joni line of affiliated chapters, including a very active one at East Tennessee State University.
It is the largest Journalism organization in the country - and the only one encompassing both professional and student
members and both print and electronic media. It has more than 300 professional and campus affiliates.
SPJ/SDX was founded in 1909. It is committed to a free flow of information as guaranteed by the First Amendment. It is
also committed to maintenance of high ethical standards and to excellence in writing and editing. Indeed, the initials
SPJ/SDX have come to be known in the trade as marks of quality.
ETSU's chapter was chartered in 1972, four years after establishment of the Journalism (now Communication) Depart•
ment. From then until now, the campus SPJ/SDX has attracted the brightest and the best of aspiring journalists, and many
of its "graduates" now hold important positions in the various media.
The 1986-87 chapter officers are Teresa Foster, president; Kevin Triplett, vice president; and Donna Stephenson,
secretary-treasurer.
0

6~~ ~,~~:~i~r~i~~~:sf~li!r:1hbee~~~~~r ~~~ek:t~~rt~~:r!e!~hL~~a~ee~~~~fC:t~~~ed~~i°~e;~~ndreds of young men and
women interested in communications careers. Of late, SPJ/SDX has been joined in this endeavor by the Public Relations
Student Society of America, the Advertising Club and the broadcasting fraternity, Alpha Sigma Iota.
The chapter also honors each year someone outside the media who has championed freedom of information. Nominations are invited, and members of the society keep a watch for likely candidates. Persons so recognized are entertained at a
reception and awarded a plaque.
To underline its emphasis upon the First Amendment, the chapter observes Freedom of Information Day in the spring,
acting in concert with the national organization. Editorials in the area press herald this observance.
SDXers also have key roles in the Department of Communication's end-of-school Awards Dinner, working with other
organizations within the department in arranging and carrying out the event.
As a way of rewarding excellence, the chapter chooses each year the outstanding journalism student, who may or may not
be a member of the chapter. Without exception, students so chosen have earned their spurs in the professional arena.

mi~~~b~:~hfPi~ ~~~~h~~t~~ata!~i~;•~o~fi~~~~~ :71n1 ~~~lii~.ijij~hg;~1:;r~~g~~;egf~~~t1:if~~.'!,1Y success, but I will say

- George Kelly
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Donna Stephenson and our S igma Delta Chi M ascot

Donna S1~phrnwn

DeDe Norungolo is so bad, s he has to "·ear s hades.

Dl:blaur~ndnu

Bobby Taylor are you really "·orking? Or are you
ac:ting?

Angie Giiff gets "Vanilla Wafer" hug from Governor Ned M c:Whether.

SIGMA DELTA CHI
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The Wesley Foundation
The Wesley Foundation is the local current expression of the United Methodist Church's vital interest in what happens here at East Tennessee State University. We invite everyone to be a part of the
events sponsored weekly or special acti vities.
Wesley Foundation Students are also active in Greek organizations, honor societies, and civic
organizations.

We do many things together- worship, eat, work, play, and share the good and the not so good. We
try to keep alive in our lives something of the church's rich resources.
- Bedford T. Transou, Jr.
Director

Row 3: Ken Brown, Tim No11ingham, Billy Kunz. Philip J. Lamily. John E. Moo~. Row 2: Timothy LcSueur, Laura Lauzon, le Ann Miller. P(Uy Sa~

Lisa Dooley. Kenny Baner. Row l: Susan Smi1h, Philcna Childress, Jenny May. Diane Faul kner. Tenn a Woody.
Homecoming Banner

FimPlae<=lndcpendem
Division

Tuesday Night Discussion Group
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Baptist Student Union
The Baptist Student Union plans many acti vities dealing with children. Many of the university
students tutor children that are having problems with their schoolwork. At Christmas, the Center had a
Christmas party for children in Tennessee Baptist Children's home and members of an alternative
home. The Baptist Student Union is also involved in intramurals, homecoming and working with other
universities around the country.
Each year, Fred Whitty receives help from a graduate student. This year, the graduate student is
Scott Payne. He is responsible for helping the students and such things as the B.S.U. Newsletter,
"Vibrations. " Fred also receives help from Suxy Rash and Lian Knight.
The Baptist University Center provides students with a chance to work together, learn and become a
part of an organization with a purpose.

osu
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Presbyterian Campus Ministry
Presbyterian Campus Ministry is located at 902 West Maple Street on the edge of the campus. The
ministry's main activities consist of a Tuesday lunch and book study and Thursday evening Bible
discussion and supper.
The Presbyterian center also co-sponsors campus activities such as an ice cream social during
Preview, watermelon welcomes Oxfam fast for world hunger, and the week of prayer for Christian
unity.
Members of the Presbyterian center enjoy the fall and spring retreats at Holston Presbyterian camp
in Banner Elk, North Carolina. The mimstry has also hosted such events as a barbecue at Sycamore
Shoals Park, Halloween Costume Party and Christmas party.
The ministry serves as a support group for the students and faculty of ETSU and provides an opportunity for growth in the Christian faith . All interested students and faculty are encouraged to participate in the activities of the Presbyterian Campus Ministry and be a part of the Christian fellowship.

Row I: Donna Stephenson, Jamie Kyte, Hazel Long, Lisa Phillips, Cindy

Lowe. Row 2: Bill Neely, campus minister, Ray Neely, Susan Neely, Cinde
O'Dell, Kathy Schmidt. Row 3: Kenny W. Loveless, Ned Phillips. Chris

Schmied, John Lowe, Rod Ray, Bobby Taylor.

Students at the Presbyterian Ctater pt Into
ll1raqe moods ncb as tbts at the Halloween
costmne party.
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St.dents John aad Candy Lowe stady
duia& Bible stady wbkb is held e,,ery

nvsdaynlgh.L

PRESDYTERIAN CENTER
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their own special events but

Environmental Health Association

Ted Ha ll , Li:.;, Phillippi, Paul Moisan. Be~rlyTaylor. Paymn Pruett.

Military Science IV

Row I: Timo1hy Hollilldd, Billy Long, Ronald Dickenson, Timo1hy Eads, Tony Wayne McNeil, Vickie Johnson, Jell Baker. Row 2: Joel Slagle, Darryl Farmer, Steven Bf<'wcr, Rob<:n Linwln, Anhur Davis,
Roy,;,, Fox , Maj. Hou sum Killgore. Row 3: Kcnne1h Lindsey, Eric Co01e r, Gregory Christian, Rob<:n Smith, Paul Windsor, Albert Prisdac, Steven Stalcup, Chris Campbell.
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1

Association of United States Army

Row L: Sron Danner, Chuck Russell , Rcbe«a Webb. Row 2: Wayne Kni ght, R~n Lincoln. Rona ld Dickenson, Vickie Johnson , Todd Essi&, Cpt. Stephen Mc David , Row}: Jdf Raker. Tim Eads. Steven
SU.kup.Chri1C1mpb<:ll , Lewi1 Runnion

Military Science III

Ro,,, I: Lewis Runnion. Su~n Bib~. lkryl Gn1y. Bob Qs.lttby. David Hill, Mui< Fos1..-. Row 2: James Blevi ns. Mike Cunninl,ham, La11ra & 'llg:$, Rcbe«a Webb, Mark Bowman. Row }; Ke n Manning.
Clori1 Ntwton. Todd Essig. Chuck Russell. Ned Suin,er, Ellen Busdt, Terri Gonzales. Theres.a Colonnc11 , Tom Phelps. J. D. B)·rd. Tim Walla«, Roben Krogech. Row 4: Kc nnc•h Markland. Anthony
Canno, Wayne Kni&t,1 , Terrance Pearson, Ted D.nttr,Scott D(nncr, Sc;in Varner, Donnie Ruis, A. J. Kozar.

EHA, MSIV, AUSA. MSIII
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Association of Computing Machinery

Seated: Peter Butziger, Stephanie M, Feagins, Gabrielle E. Bunn, N ita Bradley, Kim Adkins. Standing: Kimmy Satria, Craig Adams Carlson.

President, Jo)'

Association General Contractors

Charles Parker - Sponsor, Scou Keeler, Sarah Street, T im Lonon, J eff Powell, Robert Heaton, Ted Dl'!·omick.
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Student Member Section of the
American Home Economics

Stated: Debbie Carter - C hairperson; Jud)' Dowd)' - Reporler, Ellen L. P rey - Secretary; Kristi Hubbs - Treasurer, Dr. Amelia G. Bro>1·n Standing: Anita Lewis, Gayla Phipps, Lisa Arnell, Tamm,·e Yarbrough, Kellee Slel'lut, Carol S lemp, Susan Pearson, Pamela lsucs.

Ad1·isor.

Gamma Beta Phi

Row I: Susan Atzhorn, Cath )' Hau n, J ennifer Kidd, Kelly Olkowski, Karen Hobbs, J ennifer Manahan. Penny M. Pfeiffer, J a nice Dixon. Row 2: David
Hollins, Ric Brown, Laura Peets, Carol Callo>1·ay, Laura Lauzon, Debbie C ha nce, S tephen Combs, Rachel Cul bertson, E rika Hogele. Row 3: J ac k McKin ney,
Stlina Branton, S harron Watts, Chuck Daniel; H enry J . Grubb, Ph.D. - Adl'isor, Teresa Williams, Jamie Whittimore, Bill)· Cudd, Ti moth)' D. Cook.

COMPUTING MACHINrnY, GENrnAL CONTRACTORS, HOME ECONOMICS, GAMMA 0ETA PHI
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Student Council for
Exceptional Children

Candy Miller; Cheri Foster- President; Suzanne Sharp - Treasurer, Tim Lee.

Kappa Omicron Phi

Susan Pearson - President; Debbie Carter - Secretary; Judy Dowdy, T reasurer; Ava Forbes.
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Commuter Student Service Center

Mike Karban, T eresa Fnuier, Ann-Mane Adams, Francine Nu·e, DeirdueCooper, B«ky Fleenor, Bobby Williams.

Pre-Professional Society

Gerald Barker J r.; George Kehler -

Presidenl; Mrs. Denise Pav - Sponsor, Kn in Buchanan; Crystal Southerland; Leanne Reece-Cochran; Kent Michael

McGinley- Secretary/Treasurer.

5.c.E .C. -

KOP- C.5.5.C. -

PRE-PRO. SOCIETY

25 7

Club Cervantes
'II

Seated: Susan R. S mith, Donna Schartung, S ixto A. Hernandez, Bttky O ffenbac her, Diana Dodson. Ebb Horton. Standing: J ohn Young, Kelli Wallt'50ll.
J ames Shill. Blanca Dis hne r. Loretta EllioU, Philip J . La mely.

American Chemical Society
.n.
\J

J eff G. Wardeska - Ad,·isor. Richard H . Taylor, Theo DeBord, M ehmoud M ansour, J ames Ring -
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President; Mike Erwin -

Vice President; Ming Lu.

National Student Speech, Language, Hearing
Association

Row I: Angie Fields, Alana Ph ipps, Greta Sims. Row 2: Katie Poffenlargcr, Vicki Boyd, Dr. Saralyn Gold, Dr. Glenda DcJarnettc. Row 3: Karen
Roseberry, Renee Redden, Beth Altizer, Julie-An n Birchfield, Dr. Milo 0. Waddoups.

Rho Lambda

Row I: Jennifer Kidd, Kell y Olkowsk i, Karla Huff, Leslie Peters, Beth Pendergast- Vice President, Abby Eblen, Gena Sanslow, Stacy Kunzer, Penny E.
Skelton, U)ri Cassity. Row 2: Vicki Boyd, Kim Godsey, Ka ren Hoffstatter, An n Marie Dean, Kellie Smith, Karen House, Teresa Hill - Sec.ffreas.,
Kimberl y Mcfalls, Amy Worthington, Angie Lamb, Sherri Daven port - President, Andrea Mays, Karen King.

CLUO CERVANTES, ACS., N.S,S,L.HA, ~HO LAMBDA

25 9

Kappa Mu Epsilon

Annie Jennings - Secretary; Kimmy Salria - Vi« Preside nt; Karen Hobbs; Dr. Lyndell Kerley - Sponsor, Frank J ones, Mike Ervin P ictured: Barbara Bunn, Philip Ratliff, S u1.anne \Vallers.

President. Not

Student Advisory Committee

Row I: Gayla Phipps, Debbie Caner, Susan Pearson. Row 2: Pamela Lee, Chuck Williams, Caryn Barnes, Seen Young, Amelia Brown - Advisor.
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Criminal Justice Society

Row I: Paul Norris, George Shipley, Dr. Larry Miller - Treas., Keith Holland. Row 2: Lisa Marrow, Dec Grun\ock, Lisa Ch ildress - Vice President,
Melissa Leonard, Clarissa Hayton, Ka ren Morriscn - Secretary. Row 3: Richard Evans, Danny Williams, Eddie McCamey, Mike Karban, Larry
Kiplinger.

Inter-Fraternity Council

Row I: Todd Essig, John Bolton, Cris Richardson, David Paugh , Jim Call, Brad Winstead, Keith Holland . Row 2: Greg McIntosh, Rand y Myers, John
Dugger, Jeff Lyon, Richard Rhinehart, Jim Kloosterman, Tim Seaton. Row 3: Jason Eagle, Michael Parks, David Brooks, Michael Clarke, Mike Roberts,
Eddie Walls.

K.M.E .. 5.A. COMM .. rn1 . J. SOC. . 1.F.C.
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Beta Beta Beta

Seated: Eliubeth Hobbs, Kellie S mith, L. Todd Opus Norris, Lisa Coffey, Crysta l Southe rland. S1andi ng: Tom Grttne, Lisa S. Hayes, Da n M. Johnson,
Advisor.

Cpt. Eddie Reed Ranger Company

Front: Chuck Russell. Row I: CDT MAJ. Jeff Baker, Company Commander; CDT CPT, Billy Long, Company Executive Officer; CDT ISG Wayne Kn ight;
CDT LT. T imothy W. Hollifield; CDT S FC Scott Denner, PLT Sgt.; CDT SFC Ted Danzer, Training NCO; CDT SGT. A. J. Kozar, Squad Ltader. Row 2
Ro nald Dickenson, Tracy England, Terrance Pearson, Gretchen Gary, Blanca Dishner, Donna Bowman, J ohn Wright, Sean Varner, John Poindexter, Todd
Essig. Row 3: Ned Phillips, Joel Slagle, Chris Campbell, Paul Windsor, Todd C hristian, Anthony Caruso, Steven Stalc:up, Tim Eads, M ajor Houston T.
Killgore, Advisor.
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Epsilon Nu Eta

Seated: Creg Bishop - Faculty Advisor, Susie Ash'l\·orth, Anne Canter - President, Lisa Phillippi, Julie Bartula, Albert lglar - Facult y. S1and ing: Michael
Orcun, David Matikke, Tedy Hall, Mark Kelty, Nelson Adekoya - T reasurer, Marshall Gray.

Campus Activities Board

Seated: Rhonda Moore, Barbie Massie, Todd Bennett, Sandra Eastridge, Lindas Beckett, Susan S hipley - Vice P resident. Standing: M ichael Sandidge Publicity Chairman, Robert Ade - President, Lewis Tester - Center Cinema Chairman, Edward Mouser, Bill}' Storie, Timothy Kincaid.

DDD, ERRC ENE, CAD
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Order of Omega

Standing: Keilh Holland, John Dugger, Greg McIntosh, Cris Richardson, Tim Seaton. Seated: Leslie Peters, Karen Kin g, Karla Huff, Jan Kirb)', Vicki Boi-d,
TersaHill,BethPendergast.

Alpha Lambda Delta

Row I: Jennifer Kidd, Abby Eblen - Vice President, Kim Jordan, Wendy Adams, Tersa Haney, J eanie Sompa yrac - President, Melissa Stanley, Laura
Peets, Kathy Strickler, J amie Kyte - Editor. Row 2: Helen Hollingworth, Marty McNeese, Cathy Haun, Ju lia Tucker, Kellie Ketcham, Paula Boles, Enl)'n
Holmes, Debbie C hance, S usan Atzhorn, S usan Shipley, Jill S nodgrass, Karen Hobbs, Stan Strickland. Row 3: Lisa Arnett - Treasurer, Mary Diane Whit•
son - Secretary, Teresa Williams, Ja mie Whittimore, Lisa Talley, Erika Hogele, Jack McKinne)', Chuck Daniels, David 0. Reedy,Stephen P.Combs.
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Psychology Club

Seated: Dr. Paul A. Walwick - Advisor, Mark M ilhrnod, Karen McNutc, Sandra Eastridge, Robbie Phillips. Standing: Richard Ramsey - Vice President,
Jim Palmer - President, Jon Davidson, Robbie Lillleton.

Delta Sigma Rho - Tau Kappa Alpha

Seated: Zadie Lee, Pamela Ford -

Publicity Chairman, Deirdre Cooper -

President, Connie Alley - Social Chairman, Laura Peets. Standing: Ron Evans,

Roger C. Bailey - Advisor.

ORDER OMEGA, A.L.D., P5Y . CLUB, D.5.R.
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East Tennessean
' II

Seated: Karen King, Linnea Duncan, Dede Norungolo, Stacy Kunzer, Pam Wilder. S1anding: Chris Armbrister, Greg Walters, Linda Guynn, Anne Grundon,
Kevi n "Trip"Triplett, Douglas Fritz.

President's Pride

Row \ : Evelyn Holmes, Kelly O lko1t·ski, Karen Hobbs, J ennifer Manahan, Kathy Strickler, Karen Roseberry, Cheryl Roseberry, Cathy Haun, Harritt
Masters - Advisor. Row 2: Tammy Arnett, Kimberly Mcfalls, Kim Jordan, Marty McNeese, Diane Cape rton, Karen McNutt, Susan S hipley - Oirtttor,
Yvonne Morgan, Fred Sauceman - Advisor. Row 3: David Fountain, Jeffrey Lea, Paul Cox, Tim Dills, George Kehler, Bill Hale, Todd Bennett, Chris
Graves.
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Scabbard and Blade

Row I: Chris Campbell - First Sergeant, Royce M, Fox - Executive Officer, SteH~n E. Stalcup- Commander, Ronald P. Dickenson - Secretary, Joel
Slagle, Neel Stringer, Row 2: Tim Wallace, James Blevins, Chuck Russell, Jeff Baker, Todd Christian, Rebecca Webb, Vickie L. Johnson, Maj. Kilgore.
Row 3: Billy Long, Wayne Knight, Ted Danzer, Scott Danzer, Robert Sm ith, Eric Cooter, Arthur Davis, A. J. Kozar.

Black Affairs Association

Seated: Carmen Long - Treasurer, Terri Clark - President, Enrico Jones Okereke, Dr. Henry J. Grubb-Advisor, Kevin Lemon, Darryl Hood.

Parliamentarian, Angela Campbell, Cheryl Patterson. Standing: Emmanuel

EAST TENNESSEAN, PRESIDENT'S PRIDE, SCADDARD AND DLADE, DLACK AFFAIRS
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Delta Sigma Pi

Sea ml: AmyGrinds1a lf, Susan Masi, Kim Widcnc1, Fel icia Jones, Amy Jacobs. S1anding; Chris Jenney, B«ky H iit.

Eta Sigma Gamma

Row l: l'am Hubbard - Treasu rer, Rcbbtto ~lcs, Jeanie Soml)llyrac, Kimberly Mc F1lls, l'c1,&y Lou Schenk, Je nn ife r Ensor, Dawn Wallace. Row 2: Janel Brewer - Vice Presiden t. Sb10,, S1one.l)d)i
Harmon, Kim Re<:«, George Deakins, Jan Emerson, Karen McNuu , Dr. Cisse ll. Row 3: Pam fosm - l'rcsidcn l. Margaret Campbell, Debbie Coleman. Julia Bollun, Elitabclll 8 . Dcakiu, Barban
L&1ham, TammyC"™-, M kl>c,lc Cn wford, Pa mcla Ambundo, An&ic Acn ip, Manha Condra.
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Alpha Omega

Vern a Jean Bate•. Sheila Mullin , J. ..Sam" Fann , Kevi n M. Moo«

Student American Dental
Hygienists Association

Row I: Jan Ma1hn.. An n McKenzie. Pam <'oainl, llonda llilchic, Manha Condra - Praidcn1, Gma Smi1h, Kam, Br:acken. Ltah Smi1h. Row 2: Barb,ar.i D,,rrick - s«mary, Carla Cappo, Anncn c
P11ro11ik. Susan Radford. Kamic Ellion. Lis>, McDcrmoL\ - T reasu rer. Jamie Vance. Row ) : Ren« William., Luanne Fcrgul,On, Pam Hubbard . Dawn Walla«. Angit ALn ip, Donna Bu n on Hale. Noric
Mu ~

AO, 5ADHA
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Tau Kappa Epsilon
'II

Row I: Dan Robi neue, JetTRobens, Steve "Starman" Richmond, Russ Hein rich, Larry Pe1erwn, Keith Holland R.P. Row 2: J ill Mafey, Kath y Neas. Jamie Akard, Leslie Darr, K.aren Whi1ley, LcslieWildtr.
Row 3: Mau Robi neue, Rob Bedn, Kim Jones, Sherri Agnew, Karen Ostcrhoudl , Val Browning. Calvi n Hayden, Jeff Powell (Facully Advisor). Row 4: C. Russell Lunsford, Jr., Tom Shelton, Michael
Oarke, Man in O arke, Philip Vannoorbced., Vi ncenl Vannoorbc«k, Kevin Harri son, Kevin Hutchins.

Student Social Work Association

Sitting: Jamie Kycc, Leisa Ruffner Fleenor, SusanPuckeu
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SccretaryfTrtasu rer, Tracie Thompson -

Presidem, Traci S1arr -

Vice President Elccl, Diana Finlay. Standing: Cat hy Hughes, Ti na Tester, Louis Hughn., Bedy

Panhellenic

Seated: Trac)"' Hu non, Ellen Henley, Jeanie Sompayrac, Sherri Davenport, Abby Eble n, Pa tra Do1Son. Standing: Beth Pcnderps1, Stacy Kunzer, Kelly Tinsley, Lori Ca ssity, Laura Rippe!oc, Gayla Phipps.
NotPictuftd:StacieBible.

Jr. Panhellenic

Sated: 0.bbicChancc, Lori Chafin, Jamie War<! . Kell y Neubcn, Ronda Cleve nge r, 11<:V('rly Penderpsl. Standing: Casiie Scbutian, Lisa R«.dy, Kim Cheatham. Kristine Kwinl, Sheila Lamb, Fay Sc hultz,
OonnaRichardson,Stacie Bible.

T.K.E., S.S.W.A ., PANHELLENIC, JR. PANHELLENIC
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Student Government Association

The Student Government Association is an active organization comprised of the executiv
legislative and judicial branches either elected or appointed by the student body. SGA serves ti
students and provides opportunities for them to have a voice in the administration and social life<
campus.
SGA sponsors and coordinates the annual homecoming events along with the community support,
Bue-Saver student discount card. Another large undertaking was supporting the "Bue-Shot" tram
system. SGA, along with administration and the Johnson City Transit, offered an alternative to ti
parking problems at ETSU.
Other activities sponsored by SGA include orientation for incom ing students, the blood drive, a,
the student calendar handbook.
Selections for "606 funds" are made by the SGA. There are SGA members in every standing cor
mittee of the University including the Academic Council. The SGA also has justices on the traffic a,
student courts.

,,,

- Angela Pacifici

ment Cabinet: Thomas P. Lesnak, Chier Justice; Michael L. Davenport, Vice President: Erika A. HOi
easurer; Robi n E. Cathey, President; Stacie L. Bible, Secretary of Activities and Services; Joe Bill Hoc!
of Public Relations; Stewart Shaffer. Secretary of Public Relations; and George Kehler, Secretary of the Int
f ctured is Stephen McKinnis, Secretary of Legislat ive Affairs.
Jeanie Sompayrac, a bit surprised?
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Arewe•llh•vlnarunyet?

Student Government Court: Joe BIii
Hodaes, John M. Wood, Associale Chief
Justice, Thomas P. Lesnak., Chief Joslitt,
DeonaJ•ckson, Julia Auer, Ken Miller.

Howard listens to what Dr. Dorman Stout
bu to say.
Student Government Senate: Row I: Abby Eblen, Penny Skelton, Joy Kiser,
Ellea Henley, Jeanie Sompaync. l...anr,
Goodwill. Row 2: Lon Rippetoe, Sbtni
Daveaport, Kristi Underwood, Jeff Lyon,
Chris Pbllllps,Jeft'Catbty,Juon Eqte.
Kartn Necessary. Row 3: Gttt Brink.,
Richard Munsey, BIUy Clldd, James
Rasnick, Jon DaYidson. Rod Ray.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
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Donna S tephenson caught off
guardduringasenatemeeling.

Alriaht everyone, pay attention to Robin!
Does Jeff Lyons really want to be here? Or does
he want to be at the beach?

Two senators talk about the future meetings.
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Sigma Nu

Row 3: Earl Sell, Jeffrey Tibbs, Ron Simmons, Jim Ralston, Mike Sm ith, Brian C. Gavin, Brian Plalnick, Richard Hopkins, Chris Surber. Row 2: Carol
Bennen , Lu Jean Charilon, Jill Scheurer, Tracy Pratt, Holly Heffner, Kim Norton, Robyn LaMorc, Joy Cox, Karen Owens, Terri Davenport, Jennifer
Stephens, Scan G rigsby. Row I: Jeff Hupthison (Chapter Rep.), Art Crowley, Ronnie Miranda, John ny W. Holmes (Treasurer), Tim W. Buckner (Presi•
dent), DerfBowman, Denis Baylosis, Lee Faulkner, Preston Malone.

Pi Kappa Phi

Row I: Yance W. Creek, Jr., Dawn Sweet, Dianne Nagy, Sabra White, Abbe Evans, Mary Way, Jennifer Fink, Rhcnda Wallen, Deborah Rogers, Laura
Tuller, Lisa Marrow, Suzanne Shifley. Row 2: Linda Beckett, Barbie Massie, Tina M. Pouer, Angela Pacifici, Mae Cretsinger, Dorian DeWitt, Ci nd y
Lowe, Elaine Hixson, Sherri Hall , Bonny Ball. Row 3: Michael Davenport, Eddie Peters, Art King, Wal id ZarZar, Robert Smith, T . G. AIistock, Charles
Barton Shell, Jason Eagle, Jeff Cathey, Robert Salye r, Shane Borders. Row 4: Jerry G ulley, John Lowe, John Bryant, Eric G regory, Jon Humphries, Mark
Bare, Todd Cunningham, Mike Rueff, Raafet "Ralph" Abueida, Jeff Turner, And y Ham ilton, David R. Perdue, Charles D. Lovelace, Chris King, David
Poppendorf.

WESLEY FOUNDATION-SIGMA NU-PKP
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Alpha D elta Pi
Alpha Delta Pi is very proud to say it was the fi rst sororit y ever fo unded.
The sorori ty is acti ve within the community as well as on campus. Members participate in sorority
competitions, campus organizations and raising money for their philanth ropy - the Ronald
McDonald House.
Alpha Delta Pi also sponsors its own fraternity competition which is called Diamond Days.
Alpha Delta Pi teamed up with Sigma Chi fraternity and took first place in the 1986 Homecoming
ski t competition and olympic games event.
Other awa rds fo r the sorori ty include the Panhellenic Chapter Acti vities Award, the Panhellenic
Service Award, and fi rst place in Sigma Chi Derby Days competition.

'I/

- Karen King

Row I: Catherine Paulik, Shelley Pless, Sherry Montieth, Jody Vanhoy, Paige
Clark, Karen King, Suzanne King, Huntley Smith. Row 2: Jennifer Kidd President, Lucy Palmer, Melissa Bennett, Laura Trivette, Stacy Bible,

Kiersten Jones, Laurie Richardson, Donna Richardson, Keyla Torbett, Mary
Burleson. Row 3: Kim Godsey, Lyda Johnson, Jennife r Berry, Sharon Bums,
Kelly Odum, Shanna Cavanaugh, Karen Hofstaucr - Vice President, Cyndi
Bowers, Darla Murphy, Wendy Smith, Kim Brewster, Beverly Pendergast,

Kristie Underwood. Row 4: Sara Beth Hammon, Patti Dybas, Kit Coomer,
Kim Riggs, Tammie Faulkner, Karla Huff, Vicki Boyd, Lori Cassity, Mellissa
Castle, Angie Oayton. Row 5: LcaAnne Perkins, Kim Groustra, Patra Dot·

son, Kelly Page, Laura Stinneu, Elizabeth Broyles, Patti Glenning, Stephenie
Buchanan, Molly O'Bryan. Row 6: Tracye Hutton, Lori Castle, Beth
McDaniel, Lori Chafin, Renee Dick, Regina Potter, Laura Rippetoe, Kristie
Chamberlin, Angie Willis.
Jennifer Kidd, Stacie Bible, Becky Miller, Laura Trivehe and An&ie Clayton
pose on • cold, snowy day.

B«ky Milln
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Kim Riggs is proud to be a member!
Looks like members are having a good time on their retreat.
lurt. Rippetoe, Laura Stinnett and Laura Trivette look like they'l'e had enough
,arl)fog.

B«ky Mil ler

Vicki Boyd, Katie Poffenbarger and Stacie Bible showing off their sisterhood.
Kim Brewster, Patti Glenning, Kiersten Jones and Stephanie Buchanan cheer their
team on in the Diamond Days compelition.

ALPHA DELTA Pl
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Tri-Beta Biological
Honor Society
'Ii
'II

Li$.1 Coffey, Dr. Inn Johnson -Advisor, Elizabclh Hobbs. &~na Liou, Lisa Haytt:, Todd Norris, °'1.rlcs Watson, Dr. Diane Ndson,James Dra1on, KdlySmith, Dr. Larry Neal. Dr. Ltt Pill, Tom G-.

Alpha Kappa Delta

&a1nl: Steve Hopson, Emmanuel Ogbonnaya Okc~ke, Raser Hecht, Bob Bogan, ROMn ~ r. Sunding: Ann-Marie Adams. Cyn1hia S. Burnley. NOi Pktuml: Pam Fos\C'f.
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American Production
and Inventory Control

Row l: Dr. Blaine McCormick, B. J. King, Brian Baxter, Tonjua McCullough, Debbie Hurst, Kim Howington. Row 2: Sybella Solt, Thomas Dean, Lis.a Luster, Tc!"<'s.11 VanName. Row 3: Wendell Cox, Slirah
RI, . Mike Webb. Row 4: Steve Ramsey, Todd Jones, Paul Mears, Soon Looney.

\

Delta Zeta

Row l:Tcrri Massengill, Gretchen Gary, Melanie Hammond, Andrl':a Mays, Trish Keith, Denise Pcarwn, Kym Miller, Marla Wolfe, Myra Ray, Jacqueline Sommcn. Row 2: Ali~ Child~,Abbe Evans,
lelJeyGlcnn , Kame Whaley, Renea Nelson, Autumne Shoffner, fa y Schuly, Lisa Ann Poncr, Ronda Hooks, Kelly Ann Gentry, Shan:,n Stone, Shcil11 Lamb, Tl"al:y Wincsen, Jenifer Maupin. Row 3: Jcnnifu
Simpson, Lisa Taillon, Deborah ROgers, Kim McDon;ild , Sarah Sllttt, Cari Kent , Angela Lamb, Jodie Greene, Kim Chca1ham, Mary Golden, Regina Brown, Melissa Carr.

TDD HS, AKD, APIC, DZ
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WI.en one thinkJ of
academicJ, he naturaff'I
11iJuahzeJ the uni11erJil'I
ad a work pface of the
mind for a reward which
comed in the form of
knowledge.

Once the fall paints the leaves
red, orange and gold, one is aware
that the semester will soon draw

to a close.
A nice spot under a large shade
tree is the perfect place to get in a
couple of hours of study time.

W,IIWIIGw
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Academicd

'Ii
'Ii
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Academic Introduction
With more than 2,600 courses of study through eight
colleges and schools, students can choose from a large
variety of majors.
ACADEMIC PATHS LEAD STUDENTS IN VARIOUS
DIRECTIONS ...
Math ...
Communications ...
Business .. .
Medicine . . .
Technology .. .

INTRODUCTION
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Theater program is back on the stage
Last year it was touch and go as to whether the
theater program would survive. ETSU officials cited
declining student interest, financial cuts and the retiring of Harold Frank as the reason. Frank had been
ETSU's theater director for more than 30 years.
Fall semester marked the rejuvenation of the
theater program in the department of communication
with the hiring of two new faculty members: Dr. C.
Warren Robertson, director of theater, and Dr.
Delbert L. Hall, design and technical director.
Robertson is a 1961 graduate of the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, and holds a Ph.D. degree in
theater from Florida State University. Before coming
to East Tennessee State University, he was an
associate professor of theater at the University of
Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg.
Robertson is the author of several plays. His most
recent play, The Terrible Vizir of Va/duz, was published last year. Va/duz, a play for children, is set in
Mountain City, Tenn.
Hall completed his Ph.D. in theater design and
technology last year at the University of Florida. Hall
has been selected by the U.S. Institute of Theater
Technology to serve as one of four delegates to the
Congress of Organization of International
Scenographers and Theater Technicians in Prague,
Czechoslovakia.
"We are here for the university, first and
foremost," Hall said. "We want to serve the students
as a whole and present plays they will enjoy, and provide a good educational experience."
The theater program made its debut in December
with Arthur Miller's Death of a Salesman. Edward

'I/

.--,

.,J

Claudio, a New York stage actor and graduate ofETSU, performed the lead role.
Robertson and Hall presented Neil Simon's
Brii:hton Beach Memoirs, a comedy, at the end of the
spring semester.
"We feel we have a responsibility to do plays that
are famous," Robertson said. "We don't want to
water the program down with easy plays. They will offer more 'food for thought' than watching television,"
he said.
"We want people from the outside to be involved
in drama," Hall said. "Theater should be second
nature as going to a football game, and we want
students to be a good audience."
Hall said it was a great advantage to be able to
build the theater program from scratch as opposed to
teaching in an established program. "When you come
into an old program, bad habits are already
developed," he said. "It is hectic because you have to
convey to people that what you are doing is different,
but good. It takes a while to iet changes made and by
coming into a new program 1t is easier to get the flow
started."
- Nancy Butler
Alumnus Tim Busfield, star or Trapper John, M.D., and Lisa Smalling,
WJHL-TV producer and anchon•,oman, are gratefol for ETSU's Communications Department, (Top)
Ed Claudio prepares students for their performance in Deatl, of a Sa/eJma11.
(Lert)
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Warren Robertson (left) and Delbert Hall - "At the
Theater" - serve as theatrical critics from the seats of
Gilbreath Theater. (Left)

THEATER
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Counseling Center has much to
offer
The Counseling Center offers a va riety of programs to ETSU students. Most students are aware of
the personal a nd career counseling services that the center provides; however, a wide range of other services are also offered. These range from group programs on topics such as stress reduction and asserti veness training to a summer enrichment program for minority students interested in attending
medical school. International students have an advisor to assist with their concerns.
Group sessions have been conducted with students to enable them to deal wit h problems of drug and
alcohol dependency, weight control, test taking anxiety, stress, the break-up of a relationship, etc.
As for career counseling the center now has a computeri zed system with up to date information on
vario us vocat ions. Students can match occupations to their interests, abilities, experience and values.
Minority students interested in medical school can benefit from an eight week summer program of
reinforcement and enrichment fu nded by the Tennessee Higher Education Commi ssion . The participants are in the progra m for three consecutive summers.
The center is staffed by trained professionals and graduate students who receive intensive supervision. Professional guidelines are fo llowed in rega rd to confi dentiality of information .
-
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Kim Harris

Annelte Coleman sen·es as parMime secretary in ETSU's Career Derelopment offict which assisls studenls in delermining
1beir job skills and aids chem In findingemploymenl. This officel'l-orks hand in hand wich the Counseling Cenier. (Top U fl)
This is my desk. After working here and encouncering Che numerous pressures and problems associated wich my job as
Academic Edilor, I feel that I am rn.d y fora risit 10 the counseling cenler.

COUNSELI NG CENTER
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Medical School unique to ETSU
Quillen-Dishner College of Medicine had its beginnings in 1963, when Dr. Charles Allen, who was an
area physician, and John Lamb, who was then dean of the School of Health , though the medical college
was right for Johnson City and ETSU.
In 1965, a committee was formed to study the uses of a medical college.
This committee is now known as the Appalachian Regional Council for Health Advancement.
Former Gov. Winfield Dunn withdrew his support for the medical school at ETSU in 1970 in favor
of funding the University of Tennessee at Memphis Medical School.
U.S. Rep. Olin Teague of Texas and Sen. Alan Cranston of California established the TeagueCranston Act, which passed in Congress in 1972.
This act provided funding for eight medical schools to be established in conjunction with Veterans
Administration hospitals.
U.S. Rep. James H. "Jimmy" Quillen of Tennessee added an amendment to the bill that required
colleges or universities to be located adjacent to a VA hospital to acquire funding.
This made ETSU a top choice in the nation for a medical school built under the Teague-Cranston
Act and the only one in Tennessee available for funding.
Quillen later became the namesake of the college.
On March 12, 1974, the Tennessee House of Representatives overrode Dunn's veto on a 51-37 vote
and the ETSU Medical School Bill became a law.
Provisional accreditation from the Liaison Committee of Medical Education occurred on June 30,
1977.
Dr. D. P. Culp, then president of ETSU and Dr. Jack Mobley, then dean of the medical college,
smiled when they saw the letter of approval, which was received on Culp's last day as president.
Dr. Paul F. Dishner was the largest private contributor to the college.
Dishner donated more than$ I million in cash and real estate to launch the college.
Provisional accreditation was granted to the college of medicine by the liaison committee on June
28, I 978.
In February 1982, the college received full accreditation from the liaison committee.
The first students received their doctor of medicine degrees on May 8, I 982.
Today, Quillen-Dishner College of Medicine's budget exceeds $28 million a year.
The college has achieved excellent cooperation with medical facilities in the area. It remains a dominant force in Johnson City's economy.
The college of medicine has fulfilled its initial objectives with obtaining three family practice centers.
-
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Nearly 60,000 books and journals aid medical
students in their study. The library is located on
the campus of Mountain Home Veterans Administration. (Above)
Modern lab equipment such as this allows
students to gain hands on experience in medical
research.(Left)

DonnaStephenw n

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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WETS-FM is owned and licensed by the
university primarily for the enjoyment and information of the region extending into North
Carolina, Virginia and Kentucky.
Staffed by professional broadcasters and
directed by station manager Dick Ellis, the station has earned a devoted listenership, evident
in its very successful and fun raisers.
Unlike a majority of the more than 300
public radio stations throughout the country,
WETS-FM offers an amazingly diversified
program service each day, including classical,
jazz, acoustic, blues, rock and even some
foreign music. Informational programs are
featured on most any topic conceivable. Three
and a half hours a day are devoted to in-depth
news programs which are generally broadcasted at early morning and late afternoon
drive times.
Serving as a unit within the University Relations umbrella, . WETS-FM, which is not a
teaching situation, has operated out of a small,
two-story house on West Maple Street for the
past 14 years. Plans are underway to develop a
new studio building near married/graduate
student housing. The building would incorporate a medium-size performance studio to
take advantage of the talents of the many musicians living in the Tri-City region.

-

WETS (Top), once heard on the AM frequency, can now be heard on University Cablel'ision. The student operated station has OO!n dubbell
JAMM 104 and can be heard at 104.1 FM on the university's cable system. WETS-FM on West Maple Street (Above) is a separate entity
entirely.
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Mr. Tom Headly (center) assists
television broadcasting students
In the WETS-TV control room.
(Left)

DROADCASTING
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Education
Infants and preschoolers on the ETSU campus?
Work began on the renovation of second floor
Warf-Pickel Hall to house the College of Education's
Early Childhood Center of Excellence, a model program in the state of Tennessee. The program is
designed to provide child care for infants from three
months to three years. It also provides education
students opportunities to work with handicapped and
at-risk infants as well as typical and atypical
preschoolers.
The Child Study Center, which has been established for some time, serves preschoolers three to five
years old.
In cooperation with Washington County Schools
the university offers a program for handicapped
preschoolers m which they can interact with other
children.
Through the Center of Excellence, the Child Study
Center and other programs of the College of Education, college students have the opportunity to work
with children from birth through high school.
New faculty of the College of education include,
Dr. Hal Kni$ht in the department of Supervision and
Administrallon and Dr. Whitfield East in the
Physical Education department. Associated with the
new Center of Excellence are, Dr. Booney Vance, Dr.
Linda Pearl, and Dr. Marie Welch.

2 92
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Moving on up ...

College of Business accredited
ETSU's College of Business recentl y received accreditation from the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.
This honor was announced during a special ceremony at the organization's annual
meeting in New Orleans.
The accreditation was the result of a decade of work by the college. "The process is
always a Ion~ one because the criteria of awardi ng accred itation requires a history of continuity, stability and strength in the business programs and faculty," said Dr. Allan
Spritzer, dean of the College of Business.
T he requ irements of the AACSB are so demanding that less than 25 percent of schools
nationwide have achieved accreditation.
At this year's meeting, only IOschools out of 26 applicants received accreditation. Only
three schools na1ionwide, includ ing ETSU , received accreditation at both the bachelor's
and master's levels.
"We submitted our formal application in June 1985," said Spritzer. "'The application
was contained in a 500-pa~e self-st udy report."
..T here were also two visits by AACSB teams after the application was received. The
teams were comprised of deans of other accredited business schools and industry
representatives."
.. Achievement of this accomplishment is largely due to the hard work of the faculty,"
Spritzer said. '"They have worked ha rd to strengthen the curriculum , upgrade the quality
of classroom instruction and significantl y increase their research efforts."
According to Spritze r, the accred itat ion is expected to lead to a much greater interest by
employees of this region and nationally in ETSU Col lege of Business graduates.
" I have already received confirmation from numerous company representatives who
wi ll add ETSU to their list of schools from which they recruit students," he said.
- Jod i Nelson

Through the Elderhostel Program, Senior Citizens from the Tri.City area are able 10 enroll in buSillfS$
courses.
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Karen King is intrigued by business courses. (Left)
T hrough the use or slides, business instructo rs break the monotony or cut and dried lectures.
(Above)

DUSINESS
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Unearthing:
Geology and Geography
Located on the third floor of Hutchesoo HaN, the Geology and Geography

departmenl often remain unknown to many students. However, lhe earth
science undergraduate program !or 35 years has oHered a B.A. and a 8 .S.
degree in geology or geography. Majors in these fields could lead to C8leers in
planning, resource managing, location analyzing, cartography, loreslry, or soil
specialization. In fact, accord ing to Ches ter Stout, a prolessor in the depa,tmenl , studenls normally direct their studies toward one of these speci fic oc-

cupations. Four l ull-time geography instructors and one geologist work as faculty in the curriculum.
In addition to c lassroom learning, the earth science cou rses occasionally include field trips, allowing students to obtain practical experience as well as

academic credit. The Geo-Science Club offers students extra -curricular opportunities to eKplore their interest in these physical and social sciences . Gamma
Theta EpsilOn is also organized at ETSU to recognize outstanding students in
the majors. Both with and withou t books, the Geology and Geography depart•
ment allows students to make new discoveries abot.11themselves and the world
around them.
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Art
Classes for the 1987-88 academic year will be held in
the Ball Hall and the new art annex if the July completion date is met, according to Dr. John Schrader, department chairman.
Renovations on the central receiving warehouse into
an art annex began last fall. The original structure was
enlarged, and both the interior and exterior were greatly
altered to a point at which it is no longer recognizable as
the warehouse.

Schrader explained that there were no plans to give

the building a name. It will simply be called the "art an-

nex," and will be used primarily for ceramic and

sculpturing classes .

..The big change in Ball Hall will be the heating and
cooling system," said Schrader, who explained that it
had been in poor working order for quite a while.
Other improvements basically include revamping the
interior to enhance the atmosphere and provide better
work areas for the art students.
As a result of the renovations, art classes have been
scattered in five different locations across campus during the past two semesters. Carson Hall was completely
occupied by the department as well as portions of
Memorial Hall, Memorial Center, Rogers-Stout Hall
and the University Center.
-

Robert Taylor

Workmen put in numerous hours or labor to see that the new facility could be
OttUpied by the fall or 1987.{urt)
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The artistic abilities of many
students are represented on these
shelves in the Craft Shop in the
Culp University Center. (Left)

ART
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Rogers-Stout serves many purposes
It houses the departments of Psychology and Sociology, for one

Psychology .. .

Sociology ...

As people enter the Psychology department o n the fourth
fl oor of Rogers-Stout Hall, they are likely to observe a great
deal of activity. There will be the normal activity of
studen ts looking for professors, wanting to check test
grades and needing answers to a variety of questions. In
addi tion, students may be participating in some type of
research project or working in one of the labs.
Psychology as a discipline places high value on the
acq uisition of new knowledge and on the application of
this knowledge to the solution of everyday problems. The
program offers both the bachelor's and master's degrees in
psychology. The department facu lty maintains close ties
with the psychiatry department and the regional
co mmun ity mental health centers. These ties provide both
students and faculty with valuable interdisciplinary
opportunit ies for professional interaction, research and
traini ng.
Students a re invited to ex plore psychology as a
specializat ion o r to use psychology to broaden other
options. Psychology can contribute to students
understanding themselves and others, a desirable
com modity in most professions.

No matter what kind of jobs people event ually enter,
they will always be dealing with people, often in a wide
variety of contexts and circum stances. The
Sociology/Anthropology department feels that one of its
most important goals is to provide the students wit h a
perspective which enables them to understa nd and
appreciate where other people arc coming from. The
department feels that insight into human behavior is
essential for success not o nly in o ne's occupation but also
in life.
The Sociology depart ment has been very act ive lately
securing grants for training child welfare workers and
securing a grant establishing the o nly university-based
Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) program in
the nation. CASA is a volunteer guardian ad !item program
in whi ch trained lay persons act as ad vocates for victims of
child abuse and neglect in the courts.

-Jim Perry
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Robert G. Leger

While stud ying Self World and God,
a philosophy course, under Dr. Wiley
K. Rogers, one might fi nd himselr
answering the question, "What
makes a dogwood tree a dogwood

tree?"
When you'rt late to class, simply say
that you had trouble finding a place to
park. If you explain that you fear get•
ting a ticket because you've illegally
parked in the car pooling lot, your in•
structor might be very understanding
andjustletyouleave.

PSYCHOLOGY / SOCIOLOGY
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Brown Hall houses many
scientific interests
From stars to Caribbea n creatures, Brown Hall houses a wide ranie of scientific interests. The Physics, Chemistry, and
Biology departments occupy virtually all of the building, but the Medical School also uses the lecture rooms.
The Physics department has been settling into their new part of the bu ilding which they first moved into last year. Dr.
Lattie Collins, head of the department, commented that they appreciate having the new office and laboratory spaces
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was a donation to t he university. Or. Collins considers it a valuable asset, for even freshman students can participate in
research proj ects. Astronomy, one of the earliest sciences developed, enables undergraduates to conduct experimental
observation; furtherm ore, they can grasp their discoveries since the telescope allows them to bring their findings into focus.
The Chemistry department as well appreciates their improved facilities in the recently renovated Brown Hall. Having
new office and lab space offers new opportunities to the professors who do research there. Dr. Thomas Huang, department
head , remarked that the new area they occupy is arranged and used more efficiently than before the remodeling. ETSU was
fortunate this year to receive a new electron-scanning microscope from Sperry-Un ivac. The instrument should enhance
learning significantly. In addition, ETSU will host a visiting professor from Shanghai, China, Dr. Wa ng. He will work with
Dr. Huang beginning in the fall semester.
Although the Biology department did not acquire any of the renovated space, professors and students are still making new
discoveries. Dr. Pike has set up a biochemistry lab that allows recombinant ONA technology research. Another new feature
is in the medical school program. Outstanding students who plan to attend medi cal school are accepted into the medical
program as sophomores; thus, they avoid taking the MCAT and applying to medical schools.
Exploring the Biology department's half of the building, any student can discover knowledge in the hall display cases.
However, greater learnmg occurs beyond the classrooms. Dr. Alsop has explored biological topics in South Africa and on
0

1
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North Carolina. Although these trips might resemble some people's vacations, science is not a leisure-time activity; the activity in Brown Hall reveals that ETSU takes its science seriously.
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For the love of
music
East Tennessee State University's music
department is composed of several groups. The
groups are, the band, the choir and the Jazz Singers. Each of these groups prov ide a vari ety of g;;;;::::::--+c-----'..:
entertainment for the students, faculty and the
general public.
The 1986 marching band is comprised of
about I 00 members. The director is Dwight L.
Jennings. The assistant director and percussion
instructor is Rande Sanderbeck. Field directors
are Joe Moore and Willie Benson. Guard instructor is Dwayne Stokley. Head majorette is Renee
Bays.
The band performs at all football, basketball
and baseball home games. They travel to a few
away games. Some songs performed by the band
are: " Moor Side March," " Conga," " Jupiter"
and " Boogie Down."
Some of the band members form smaller
groups that speciali ze in a specific area. Some of
these groups are: the concert band, the wind
ensemble, flute choir, flute quartet, saxophone
trio, percussion ensemble, trumpet choir and the
jazz band .
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Fourteen singers and ten band
members compose the group the
Jazz Singers. They are directed
by Dr. Thomas Jenrette. Beverly
Dugger is the Jazz Singers'
c ho reogra ph e r. John Mark
Crawford is the sound technician
and David White is the lighting
technician.
The names of the Jazz Singers
are: Kelly Smith, T im Morrell,
Li sa Ricker, Danny Morris,
Va n essa Car ey , Dwan yn e
Walker, Tammy Arnett, Tim
Heath, Laura Cunningham, Jeff
Gra y, Ro bin Hun t , Scott
Williams, Debbie Shell, Scott
Young, Logan Brown, Charles
Schwartz, Rod Bradley, Carol
Slemp, Brian Wilson, Scott Fleming, John Fleming, Greg Stout,
Scott Stout and Dawn Graybeal.
Some of the songs the Jazz
Singers perform are: " Somewhere " "Spice of Life " " How
Will 1' Know," " You S~nd Me,"
" Auctioneer," " Baby Come
Back To Me " " Let's Fall In
Love," " Get 'Happy," " I Hear
Music" and "Shadow of Your
Smile." During the school year
the Jazz Singers perfo rmed at
Homecoming, the Floyd Cramer
Concert, the Freshman Preview
and at the Johnson City Mall.
The ETSU
posed of IO I members. Dr.
Thomas Jenrette is the di rector. Some selections from the
choir's repertoire are " Blessed
Be God " " Virga Jesse " "Two
Marian~" and sever; l selections from Bach.
During the school year the
choir performs at the First
Presbyterian Church and at
Mun sey Memo ri al U nited
Methodist Church. The choir
also perfo rm s at ETS U's
graduation ceremonies.

MUSIC
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A television in the waiting room makes the clinic
almost like home - except none of mom's chicken

.....
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Next best
toMom
Independence means students
must sooth their own sniffies
without mom's chicken soup,
which may be miles away.
No matter how far one may be
from home, they do not need to
spend an entire winter voiceless
and red-nosed.
The university offers medical
services through the student
health clinic located in Lamb
Hall. The clinic is staffed by fulltime physician and director, Dr.
Henry "Clay" Reister. Registered
nurses include Carolyn Shipley
and Lois Wetzel. Karen Graves is
the medical assistant.
Services provided by the clinic
include routine lab work, allergy
treatments and over-the-counter
medicines at no cost to the
student.
New services to be implemented include information
on physical fitness and mental
health.
Family planning is now offered
to students. Information on birth
control and sexually transmitted
diseases is available.
Reister was pleased to announce an agreement with
Johnson City Medical Center
Hospital which allows students to
get lab tests done at the clinic's
cost without markup.
A student advisory committee
was also established to generate
ideas for improvement in the
medical facilities.
The staff exhibits a genuine interest in their patients and they
encourage students to take advantage of the services.
- Bobby Taylor

HEALTH CLINIC
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Thcn,isno"pu$~yfoo1ing"aroundwhcni1comcs10caringfor1hcpatienls.

Mrs. Garrell in Halloween gear, proving !ha1 work and play go
hand in hand
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Smile . ..
The dental hygiene program here has become the
largest in the state of Tennessee. The program is
also the newest in the School of Public and Allied
Health.
Success is credited to the cooperative efforts of
Tri-City dentists, the university's administration
and the State Board of Education. Nearly 100
students are enrolled in the program.
The department operates a dental clinic for
students in Lamb Hall. Services include dental inspection, sealing and polishing teeth, preventive
treatment, treatment of minor gum disorders and
diagnostic x-rays.
All clinical services are performed under the
supervision of a licensed dentist, so there is no
reason to let a little toothache get you uptight.
- Bobby Taylor
Hal~n providn 111( ~rf«I time 10 l\cp out of 1M normal all-white uniform ind uprUI
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Food for thought
By Melinda Elliot
(The following story is the first-place non-fiction winner of the ETSU arts magazine, Mockingbird
1987. Permission was granted to reprint.)
Dieting could be as easy as pie, but the Engli sh language insists that I remain a butterball. Try as I
may to cut calories, my resolve weakens whenever I talk to friends. It seems that subjects from soup to
nuts are inevitably peppered with names of desserts, fruits, and other edibles. In a nutshell, our
language has such a cornucopia of delectable images that it is almost impossible for any dieter to cut the
mustard.
It does not take an egghead to know that for dieting efforts to be fruitful , one must stop thinking
about food. Any string bean knows that. Still, the core of the problem remains ingrained in our speech.
Without saying such as "the icing on the cake" or " the cream of the crop," dieting might be as easy as
pie.
Therefore, I suggest that we rewrite all phrases that mention food. For example, instead of comparing
apples and oranges, we could compare Redford and Brando. Rather than tell someone with a sunburn
that he or she is as red as a beet or lobster, why not say Irish setter? And instead of something being as
sticky as peanut butter, how abo ut saying glue?
I find that even friends who support my attempts to lose weight inadvertently spice up their speech
with the names of various foods. The other night my husband said, " Honey, dieting should be a piece
of cake for a tough cookie like you. And just think how much bread I will save now that you won't be
eating as much. Taking you out wi ll only cost peanuts. I'll be rolling in the dough by the time you are a
bean pole." Realizing his blunder, Ed tried to butter me up. " Sugar, you know that you are the apple of
my eye just the way you are."
At work things are worse. My boss, who constantly tells corny jokes, and is usually a peach, turned into a crab when he lost a client who was a real plum. Annoyed, he vented his anger on me. "Your questions are driving me nuts! Why don't you quit being so stupid and use your own noodle to figure things
out?" I clammed up and walked on eggs for the rest of the day.
Then on the way home, my car got sandwiched between someone's stalled lemon and a souped-up
Chevy. I was stuck in a traffic jam for a whole hour. When I finally arrived at home, I decided to curl up
with a good book. However, I couldn't choose between The Grapes of Wrath and Goodbye, Mr. Chips.
If you think my complaints are just a bunch of baloney, consider subjects such as sports and entertainment. Football star 0. J. Simpson, a real beefcake, is fond ly called " the Juice." Boxing fans have
Sugar Ray Leonard. And baseball, a sport as American as apple pie, has Babe Ruth.
A performer who overacts is a ham, and the critics may label his show a turkey. Starlets like Cheryl
Ladd often pose for cheesecake posters that sell like hotcakes.
.
I hope you don't regard me as some sort of fruitcake, but this dilemma has been eating at me for
years. I've pleaded with friends to join my cause, but they all respond, " Fat chance." Oh well, I guess
that is just the way the cookie crumbles.
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Off-campus facilities
offer numerous
opportunities
In an effort to provide better service to the Tri-Cities area, the
Kingsport and Bristol University Centers were developed along
with the Nave Paramedical Center.
The K.in115port University Center, located on University
Boulevard, 1s a modern facility offerin!J day and evening classes.
Included in the center are a library, science labs, lecture rooms,
bookstore, gymnasium and a student lounge. An athletic field
and four tennis courts are also located at the center.
Bristol's University Center located on Edgemont Ave. shares a
campus with Tennessee Hi~ School. The center at Bristol is
very similar to the one in Kingsport; the only difference is that
evening classes are all that are offered in Bristol.
Nave Paramedical Center located on West "E" Street in
Elizabethton is affiliated with Johnson City Medical Center
Hospital and other area hospitals.
The center offers courses of study leading to associate degrees
in radiological technology and medical assisting, surgical
technology and respiratory therapy.
There are approximately two hundred students enrolled at the
center. This limited enrollment insures high quality and individualized instruction.
- Bobby Taylor
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In commemoration of the university's 75th anniversary, the state of Tennessee erected a historical marker near ETSU's main entrance on Unh·ersity Parkll·ay.
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TRIO establishments at ETSU?
'Tm sorry, but we can't tutor you this semester." This was the disheartening reply many students
received when they sought help from Special Services tutoring lab.
The "TR IO" establishments at ETSU - Special Serv ices, Veterans Upward Bound, and Upward
bound - are federall y funded projects that assist target gro ups in their education.
Upward Bound gives high school students whose parents have not gone to college, the opportunity to
attend college classes while still in secondary school.
Veterans Upward Bound assists Vietnam-era veterans in taking the GED so they can enter college.
Of the three di visio ns, however, Special Services directl y involves most students on ETSU's campus.
The tutoring program serves academically disadvantaged students. To qualify for tutoring, one must be
receiving financial aid, have a handicap, and/o r have parents who did not graduate from a fo ur-yea r

institution .
This yea r, the service has become so widely known that they ha ve had to turn some students away. The
federal court o nl y allows two hundred and seventeen students per yea r. In the first semester the office has
already served approximatel y one hundred and ninety students. However, Pat Dowd, the Interim Director of Special Programs, has rewritten a renewal grant which, if approved by the government, will enable
Special Services to assist a larger number of students.
-

Diana Earl y

Tutors are u ·ailable to assist students in pracliatlly
any course !hey are experiencing difficult ies. (Abo,·e)

TRIOSERVICES
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Who's
Charles Daniel, Jr.
Charles, from Gray, is a senior majoring in accounting.
He also is president of Omicron Delta Kappa honor

society and the HSU Recounting Society, as well as a

member of many other honor societies. The son of
Charles ond Uirginia Daniel, he is also a member of Pi
Kappa Phi fraternity.

Rbby Eblen
Abby is a junior pre-med biology major, uice president

of Sigma Kappa sorority and uice president of Omicron
Delta Kappa honor society. The daughter of Mayor and
Mrs. Charles T. Eblen of Lenoir City is also secretory of
the Student Government Association , a member of
President's Pride, and is included on the Notional Dean's

list.

John C. Dugger
John is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Dugger of

Tarpon Springs, Fla. He is program coordinator of
Omicron Delta Koppa honor society and is inuolued with
seuerol committees through the Student Gouernment
,.Association. The political science major is also actiue in
intramural sports.
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Who
P11m Foster
Pam is o member of Alpha Koppa Delta honor society and

serued os president, uice president and historian for Eta
Sigma Gamma during the 1985-86 term. The master of

public health degree candidate is married to Poul Foster
of Johnson City and is the daughter of John and Mory

Waring or Moryuille.

Karen Hobbs
Koren Is a junior mojoring in computer science. Sh e is
octiue In the Campus Activitie s Board, Association of
Computing Mochinery, Residence Holl Asso cia tion and
the Fellowship of Christion Athletes . The daughter of

James and Helen Hobbs of Pennington Gap, Uo., she is o
member of Omicron Delta Koppa, Alpha Lomdo Delta ,
Gamma Beta Phi and Koppa Phi Epsilon as well as
President 's Pride.

enroll Odem
Candidate for the master of science in environmental
health degree, Caroll is the son of Thomas and Jenora
Wade of Johnson City. He has serued as president of the
Baptist Student Union, the Blaclc Affairs Association and
Koppa Alpha Psi. The choir of the 1987 campus
homecoming committee is also a member of the
American Chemical Society and the Student National
Environmental Health Association .
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Who's
Tommie Pinkston
Candidate for the master of business administration

degree, Tommie is a former Miss Johnson City and is

employed by two area high schools as majorette
coordinator. The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael K.
Pinkston of Bristol, she assisted with the HSU summer

'86 orientation programs and is a member of seueral

honor societies.

Susan Shipley
Susan presently serues as uice president of the Campus
Actiuities Board. The daughter of Lillie J. Shipley of

Kingsport is a senior finance major. She is octiue in the
Omicron Delta Kappa and Alpha Lambda Delta honor
societies and is immediate post director of President 's

Pride.

Jeanie M. Sompoyroc
Jeanie is on octiue member of the Student Gouernment
Association as well as president of Sigma Koppa sorority
end Alpha Lambda Delle honor society. The daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard P. Sompayrac Jr. of Hixson is also
a member of Omicron Delta Kappo and President's Pride
and the recipient of the 1987 John P. Lomb Jr. Memoriol
Scholorship.
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Who
Sharron Watts
Sharron, a senior majoring in accounting, is currently
pres ident and historian for Gamma Beto Phi honor
society. The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.R. Watts of
Johnson City is also oc tiu e in Phi Beto Lambda Business
Club and the Recounting Club.

John M. Wood
The son of Ted L. Dunn of Chattanooga, John is o member
of several honor societies including President 's Pride,
Phi Koppa Phi and Order or Omega. Wood is a senior

mojoring in political science and English.

Leslie Peters
From Kingsport, Leslie is o senior majoring In

Thomas Lesnak

communicat ion . R member of Omicron Delta

Thomes is o December 1986 grnduote In political

Koppa honor society, she is also active in the

science ond criminal justice. R former uice

Student Government Association, Rho Lambda,

president for Pi Koppo Phi fraternity , he was also

Kappe Delta sorority , Order of Omega national

o member of the Criminal Justice Society,

Greek leadersh ip honor society ond presently

Student Court ond Order of Omega notional Greek:

serues as secretory for the Public Relations

leadership honor society. He is olso o former ETSU

Student Society of Rmerico.

baseball player.
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DOBBS FOOD SERVICE
MANAGEMENT
THE BUCS STOP HERE

MAIN
MEAL
When you' re really hungry,
you're ready for the Main Meal.
lreokta,t, lunch, and dinner ore
served ca1eterla-style on the Upper
Level of the University Center.

I.IT•
IIT•

When you"re In the mood for
something speclal, come see us
next door to the Main Meal. Try our
soup and salad bar or treat
yourseH to a giant baked potato
heaped with your choice of fixings.
Hmmm.

The

Good food served fast so you
con be on your way quick.· We're
open for breakfast, lunch, and
snacks on the Mlddle level of the
University Center across from the
Sook Store.

CdPE

When you want to meet and eat
or sit and alp, come to the lower
levet of the University Center. Load
up on our fresh -dough pizza or dig
Into a cktllckMls made-to-order
sondwlch.

We Are Proud To Service Our East Tennessee State
University Customers With The Finest Quality

l
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Dining Service Possible

The Qual ity House In The Food Service Industry

926-8611

282-8711

825 West Walnut Street

106 East Mountcastle

The Trophy Shop
Trophies • Plaques • Awards
Free engraving on
all Trophy Orders
Mon-Fri 10-5
Sat 10 -1

2220N.Roan
282-3535

SHAMROCK

Thanks
to our
Patrons
Cates Music
Richard E. Sheek, Jr.
Mike Gibson

BEVERAGE AND TOBACCO

Public Relations Society

SHOP

Society of Professional

300 West Walnut Street
Johnson City, TN. 37601
926-8511

Journalists
The Goffs

ADS
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THE

EAST

TENNESSEAN

SHERWOOD
.4~ 7o
Sett f"" rl 'Jte<,t,

1(/e Sfu-1(/ood

StudentN ewspaper

of

East .! ~,:p.nessee
State University

e ~ (),i 'Jtt444,t,

Upper Level
P.O. Box 2266
Johnson City, TN 37605
Phone : 282-2121
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D.P. Culp Center
929-4387

929-5363

...-::~
~
·

University Style Center
Open Daily.
Evening Appointments Available.

D.P. Culp University Center
ETSU
Johnson City, TN 37614
(615) 929-4275

Redken Retail Center

Lounge And Fun Dining

HELP HIM TO LEAD
A NOR.MAL LIFE
Bobby is a hemophiliac.
A bump or bruise could become
life thren.tening, unless h e gets help.
But it can only come from you, from your plasma.
So please, won't you hel p Bobby?
Make an important contribution.

Give life. Give Plasma.

_y__

Hyland Plasma Center

ZACKll_
FAMOUS FROZEN
YOGURT, INC.
827 West Walnut St
Johnson City, TN
928 - 5909

Distinctive
Me n's And Ladie s'
Cloth ing
The
Johnson City Moll
262-3461

University
Bookstore
" Your Used Dook Headqua rters"
• new and used texts
• general books and paperbacks
• arr and engineering supplies
• greeting cords
• ETSU cerami cs
• srorionery - social and ETSU imprints
• ETSU jewelry - stuffed animals, ere.

• jackets -

sweatshi rts -

T-shirts

custom and factory imprinted
• cops

ADS
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1987 Buccaneer - the last word
While I was watching an old Alan Ladd movie the other night, it occurred to me how
aptly the title "One Foot in Hell" could describe my year as editor.
Of course, it didn't start out that way. May 1986 brought an offer from the
Communications department for the editor's position.
Although I had never worked on a yearbook staff before - ever - what they wanted
was my organization skills. So I decided to give it a shot!
Summer found me reading every manual written on the subject of yearbook
production. In July, I attended a workshop in AtI:iens, Ohio where I learned everything
about getting a good score in competition, but not much about the basic layout,
photographic and journalistic procedures.
So it was back to the manuals.
The staff was hired via Ma Bell - (long distance, of course) - the publishing company
selected - (not the one wanted) - and we were ready for the school year to begin.
Well, almost.
August was almost over, the semester had started in full swing, but the yearbook
office was at a standstill. There were no typewriters, no cameras and no materials
from the publishing company.
Two typewriters (they arrived in December) and one camera (it arrived in
November) were ordered. Materials arrived the first week of September, so at last
we were ready to go.
Well, almost.
On staff we had six photographers, four writers, five section editors, a business
manager, an assistant editor and myself. The only one with any prior experience was
my assistant editor.
Four deadlines had been set, with the first only two weeks away. We needed 88
pages to meet our first deadline, so the section editors were turned loose to produce,
the photographers were snapping away and the writers were weaving words that
captured the soul of ETSU.
Well, almost.
When the first deadline came upon us, I gathered my busy workers around me and
broke one of my first rules by staging an all night work effort. However, with all the
trying, I ended up crying - we missed the deadline.
Oh well, there were still three more, and there were just little things that we lacked,
so we had plenty of time to catch up.
Well, almost.
When the next deadline met the same fate as the first, I took a look to see what was
happening. Section editors were waiting on pictures the darkroom technician was
allegedly developing and stories that the writers were allegedly writing and I was
waiting on it all. Suddenly, Christmas was upon us.
By this time, my assistant editor (the only experienced staff member) decided to get
involved with a fraternity and, consequently, defected.
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Christmas vacation produced nothing, so when second semester arrived we were
back to work.
Well, almost.
After taking a head count, the staff seemed to be short several people. Those that
were left included one photographer, two writers, two section editors, a business
manager, an assistant editor and myself.
No problem. We could get it together by the third deadline. Someone volunteered to
take on a whole section and we gratefully accepted. They were working hard and we
were working hard and our advisor, who knew about every,missed deadline and was
kept informed of all difficulties, decided it was time to drop in.
After looking the situation over and deciding we had it under control, he left.
By this time I knew we had one shot left. Pages were getting done, granted at a slow
rate, but things were starting to come together.
Well, almost.
Our last deadline came and went like all the others and we were still 275 pages
short. Most had been laid out, but need ed those ever evasive pictures and stories.
I was on the verge of a nervous breakdown, so when I was called before the advisor
in early April, I knew my time was at hand.
After laying all my cards on the table, explaining how students attitudes towards
working on the yearbook have changed over the years, how most students have to
have an outside job and cannot afford to work full time at a school activity that only
paid $40 a year, and even myself, at $100 dollars a month cannot afford to feed my
family without working an outside job, it was mutually decided that someone else take
over my editorial responsibilities.
That person was left with an awesome job and I felt bad dumping it on her, so I
contacted her and offered my condolences and my help if it was ever needed.
May arrived, one year after my introduction to the Buccaneer, and I received a
phone call. "Help," was the message. I answered in the affirmative, so two weeks
after finals, I was back in the office working my heart out. In one week, three faithful
persons put the 1987 Buccaneer to bed.
My heartfelt thanks to Michelle Woodears for accepting the load when I left, Candy
Naff for pulling it all together and bridging the gap between Michelle's going home
for the summer and my second coming, Bobby Taylor for his stick0 to-itiveness in that
last week, Reny Higgs for her typing and general support, Dick Henson and Taylor
Publishing for their patience, and my son Derek, for putting up with a mother who
was always gone.
My best wishes to next year's staff. By getting back to basics and starting from
square one, ETSU won' t lose the Buccaneer, but will build a foundation for another
generation of good historical records to be produced.
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WE HAD THAT EXTRA SPARK

